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1. INTRODUCTION
Willoughby Council has a large number of advisory committees, comprising community members with a
particular interest or passion who work to promote, support or facilitate outcomes for these areas.
Each of the committees works in a slightly different way, depending on their area of interest, but all are
constituted Committees of Council. As such they fall under the Local Government Act, and so therefore
each is formally administrated by a Council staff member, with minutes taken, distributed and formally
adopted by Council and often actions, plans or strategies are required of Council.
Advisory Committees do have specific elements in common however:
All Committee members are highly dedicated and motivated, evidenced by their consistent
membership and attendance. Some Committees have members that have been actively involved
since inception, which date from as early as the 1980s (sometimes over 30 years)
Committee members tend to be highly passionate and often deeply engaged with their particular
issue or area. As such there is usually an extensive knowledge, skill and experience base within
Committees which is, of course, invaluable
Committee members can also, in many instances, provide the 'corporate memory' of Council. As
Council staff turnover and move, and strategies, directions and priorities come and go, Committee
members have often been the only consistent element; they provide much needed history,
consistency and importantly, a 'lamination' of experience as they know the 'whys' of many decisions
- what the drivers, what was underpinning, a response or a direction at a particular time. This is also
of great benefit in a rapidly changing policy environment.
Council is seeking to review the role of the Committees, with a view to:
how they contribute to the wider engagement approach of Council
what they contribute to how Council plans and prioritises
whether they are an effective engagement mechanism for a modern, complex local government.
As a publicly funded entity, all of Councils operations need regular review in order to stay abreast of best
practice, realise efficiencies and ensure that Council continues to serve the best interests of all its diverse
communities.
Straight Talk, part of the RPS Group, was therefore engaged to work with the Committees to understand
what they see their roles and responsibilities are, to engage with the broader community about
engagement and the role of Committees and to provide some advice to Council on the best way to
integrate community expertise and advice into a best practice approach to community engagement.
Straight Talk was not commissioned to 'shut down' committees and took a strengths-based approach,
working with each committee and the wider community to understand how they contribute, what they offer
and the challenges that they face.
This report provides details of the methodology and approach we took, the outcomes and findings of the
consultation process and some ideas for how Council could take the Advisory Committee process forward.
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It is important to note that Straight Talk has taken great pains to acknowledge and respect the tremendous
commitment and contribution each and every Committee has made to Willoughby Council and its
communities. No criticism of individuals or specific Committees is intended and our focus has been on
delivering a review that meets the identified objectives as well as the needs of Council and its communities
for robust, best practice engagement. To that end, we have rarely identified individual Committees and
used the generic term 'area of interest' so that the identify of specific Committees - and by extension,
Committee or staff members - can be protected and respected.

1.1. Objectives
Council resolution
The Review of Advisory Committees arose as a result of a Council Resolution dated 23 October 2018 which
identified the following objectives:
Recognise the valuable contribution to Council decision making of many community members through
Council's advisory committees
Engage advisory committee members and support staff in reviewing the proposed mechanism for accessing
knowledge and expertise from the community on important issues or topics relative to their function
Provide back a report to Council by August 2018
Recommend that the Multicultural Services Advisory Committee retain its current status
Recommend that the following committees explore formation as a reference group, consider efficient and
effective means of attaining broader community membership with relevant expertise and undertake a review
of their Terms of Reference Access Steering Committee
Cultural Events Committee
Global Friendship Committee
Willoughby Seniors Advisory Committee
Bicentennial Reserve and Flat Rock Gully Advisory Committee
Recommend that the Bicycle Advisory Committee explore alternative engagement mechanisms to ensure
cycling-related matters are effectively dealt with by the Traffic Committee and Council operations
Recommend that members of the following committees, and support staff, explore alternative and more
effective mechanisms for accessing community expertise and knowledge. As well as reference groups, these
mechanisms could involve other ways of coming together such as community panels, focus groups or citizens
juries
Natural Heritage and Bushland Advisory Committee (incorporating the former Griffin Reserves
Advisory Committee)
Sustainability Reference Group
Willoughby Symphony Orchestra and Choir Advisory Committee
Companion Animals Committee
Heritage Advisory Committee and
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Willoughby Park Centre Committee.

Community engagement in the 21st Century
Engagement at the local government level is evolving rapidly. Where once the Advisory Committee was the
major conduit to understand community views and priorities, now we have social media, sophisticated use
of mainstream media and lobbying of decision makers, all of which have radically changed how we
communicate and engage with local communities.
Willoughby Council has been at the forefront of championing innovative approaches, running deliberative
processes with randomly selected participants (Citizen Juries), online engagement panels and approaches
and facilitating ‘tough’ conversations and discussions with communities about complex issues such as the
future of ageing community facilities, the merger of Councils and other projects where Council needs the
community to understand and help them balance competing needs and priorities.
Within this context it is important to identify both what the Committees contribute but also what Council
needs from specific engagement channels and methods, in the interests of effectiveness and equity for all
communities and residents of the LGA.

Objectives for the review
Having reviewed the background to the project, the Council resolution and understanding the broader
community engagement context, Straight Talk developed the following objectives for the project:
Recognise the significant contribution of Council's advisory committees over the years
Ensure officer consultation and support during this process of change
Uncover a collaborative and open-style facilitated approach in the change management practice
arena
Create a valued structure which provides tangible mechanisms and outcomes-focused community
engagement for Council
Ensure appropriate governance documents are in place for future committee management
Recognise and emulate best practice in the local government space.
These objectives informed the development of our approach and activities as well as the way in which we
conducted the engagement, reviewed information and feedback and developed our recommendations.
Section two provides details on our methodology with Section 3 highlighting our findings. Our analysis and
conclusions can be found in Section four.
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2. METHODOLOGY
This is not the first time that Council has looked at the role of Advisory Committees and we know that many
committee members feel that there may be an ‘agenda’ to close down the Committees.
This was not the understanding of Straight Talk and so we developed a strength-based approach, focusing
on:
What do Committees understand their role to be?
How effective do Committees feel they have been in helping Council to meet challenges, solve
problems and achieve its goals?
Who do Committees represent, and how is that 'feedback loop' developed and maintained?
We sought to extend consultation to the wider community in order to understand the broader
understanding of Councils approach to engagement and the role of committees and did this via an online
survey.
All results were then analysed and a final workshop with Councillors held to understand their perspective.
More than half the Councillors had not attended any of the Committee consultations we held.
Straight Talk utilised quantitative and qualitative methods to collate the following information from a wide
range of community members. This included:

Employee Workshop
We held one initial workshop of two hours with employees who worked with Committees of Council
to understand key concerns, motivators and barriers. Our process included some planning and then
a two hour workshop with key participants. We held this workshop because it was important to
discuss upfront concerns, observations and facilitate shared experiences between Councils
employees. We asked questions around current process to identify and understand the Council
officers future vision and seek solicited and unsolicited feedback. The key details are included below.
Date

Committee

Location

Attendees

20/6/2018

Workshop for employees

Coachwood Room, 31 Victor
Street Chatswood

16

Workshops and Consultations with Advisory Committees
11 workshops with advisory committees to understand role and history, achievements and priorities
for the future. Description of workshop format with between four to ten participants at each
workshop at a variety of Council locations including (see below). A letter and email was sent out to
members to invite them to the event. Please note employees are excluded in the numbers count
below due to attending the employee workshop.
Date

Participants

Location

Attendees

21/6/2018
6pm-7pm

Global friendship
committee

Coachwood Room, 31 Victor
Street Chatswood

6
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Date

Participants

26/6/2018
5pm-6pm

Consultation: Heritage
Advisory Committee

26/6/2018
6pm-7pm

Consultation: Companion
Animals Committee

27/6/2018

Consultation: Seniors
Advisory Committee

2pm-3pm

Location
Banksia Room, Level 6, 31

Attendees
8

Victor Street Chatswood
Level 6, 31 Victor Street
Chatswood
Doherty Community Centre

7
2

7 Victor Street Chatswood

3/7/2018

Consultation: Willoughby
Park Advisory Committee

Willoughby Park Centre,
McClelland Street & Warrane
Road, Willoughby

2

3/7/2018

Consultation: Cultural
Events Committee

Banksia Room, Level 6, 31 Victor
Street Chatswood

5

Consultation: Access
Advisory Committee

Doherty Community Centre, 7

6

Consultation: Willoughby
Symphony Orchestra
Committee

Banksia Room, 31 Victor Street
Chatswood

6

Consultation: Bicentennial
Reserve and Flat Rock Gully
Advisory Committee

Willoughby Leisure Centre Play
Club Room

5

Natural Heritage and
Bushland Advisory
Committee

Council Depot Offices, Gibbes
Street Chatswood

6

Haven Amphitheatre
Committee

Council Depot Offices, Gibbes
Street Chatswood

8

Consultation: Bicycle
Committee

Banksia Room Level 6, 31 Victor
St

6

Total

67

9am-10am

11/7/2018
4pm-5pm

26/7/2018
5.30pm-6.30pm

31/7/2018
6.30pm-7.30pm

5/7/2018
10.00am-12noon
1/8/2018
7.00-8.00pm

14/8/2018
6pm-7.00pm

Victor Street Chatswood

1:1 interviews
For the members of the committees who could not make the sessions, some phone calls were made direct
to members–particularly the Seniors Committee who were busy or unwell and could not make the meeting
dates – to solicit feedback in an interview environment. There were three interviews conducted from those
who weren't able to attend the meetings, echoing the questions asked in the workshops.
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Title

Name

Lastname

notes

1

Ms

Leith

Cooper

Called, conducted phone interview 16/7/2018

2

Ms.

Denise

Park

Called, conducted phone interview and phone survey 11/7/2018

3

Ms

Judith

Ryan

Called, conducted phone interview 24/7/2018

Workshops with Progress Associations
Given their strong background and history in the area as well as several members being involved intimately
in committees, we ran a bespoke workshop process for these particular members of community. This
included a format of workshop focused on questions around their celebration of past achievements,
recognition of important issues, and also priorities for the future. We asked these questions to ensure
community is listened to.
Date

Committee

Location

Attendees

Tuesday 14 August

Progress associations
consultation - 5 of 9
represented

Coachwood Room, 31 Victor
Street Chatswood

5

8.30am-9.30am

Online survey
An online survey was conducted with 18 questions which attracted 352 responses. The survey was open
from Monday 18 June and closed Monday 30 July 2018 an was open for a total of 6 weeks.
Responses were encouraged and participation invited via several methods - online (via Facebook, post
through Willoughby Living and on Willoughby Council page), email database (sent out via Willoughby
have Your Say) and intercept surveys at high footfall location conducted by the social outcomes team.
The survey link was also sent to the Advisory Committee Members. An incentive (Coles Myer Gift
Voucher) was utilised to entice the community to complete the survey. The following table presents the
breakdown of different community participants below.
Date

Methodology

Location

Numbers

Monday 18 JuneMonday 30 July

Survey

Member of the community

259

Advisory Committee

35

Outside LGA

24

Other

20

Willoughby City Council
Employees

14

http://bit.ly/WilloughbyCouncil

352 total

This survey was designed to discover motivators, drivers, barriers and perceptions of the general
community to participating in advisory committees. Overall, we also asked questions to understand
perceptions of whether the community wanted to engage more with Council and lend their skills in a
more formal way to Council's engagement process.
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Councillor briefing and workshop
A conversation roundtable was hosted at Chambers on Monday 3 September with eight Councillors. We
held this workshop to assist Councillors in exploring the issues uncovered by the review, giving an overview
of the consultation themes to date and preliminary recommendations.
Date

Committee

Location

Numbers

Monday 3
September

Councillor

Coachwood Room, 31 Victor
Street Chatswood

8

6.00pm-7.00pm

Submissions
A number of individuals and groups also made submissions. A summary is included below:
No

Name (omitted for privacy reasons) but
committee listed for public purposes

Summary of submission

1

Haven committee submission

The Haven committee have a wealth of expertise, proud history
of innovation in the performing arts and are looking to Council
for assistance and funding to rebuild their stage.

2

Willoughby Symphony Orchestra and Choir
Advisory Committee

Question the different models suggested such as focus groups,
citizen juries and community panels, and whether this would
be applicable or suitable to achieving the outcomes sought by
their committee.

3

Access Advisory Committee

Expresses the committee lacks vision and purpose. Indicates
the Access Committee could be directing larger strategic focus
plan projects for example the reporting on the disability
inclusion action plan and lobbying for various services and
amenities in the local area of those with a disability.

4

Heritage Advisory Committee

References the IAP2 spectrum and how it’s important to reflect
on this. Believe the heritage committee remit has been to
provide advice to Council on policy. Recommend the
committee continue to work with staff, that council establish a
cultural heritage reference group, more flexibility of online
modes and online meeting tools be used, and in framing terms
of reference consider relevant local government heritage
policies.
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3. FINDINGS
3.1. Participation and reach
Straight Talk met with each Advisory Committee and extended engagement via an online survey and social
media. Over a period of nine weeks, over 458 people participated in the process and the overall final
numbers are included below:
Consultation item

Numbers

Employee workshop

16

Total numbers who attended Advisory Committee
Consultation (excluding employees)

67

Survey

352

Social media (posts on 5 July and 24 July on
Willoughby City Council’s Facebook page, and
Willoughby Living 5 July)

7 likes, 2 shares

Progress associations consultation

5

Cr briefing and workshop

8

Individual submissions

5

Phone calls to advisory committee members who
could not attend in person (eg Seniors Committee)

3

TOTAL

463

3.2. Key engagement or focus questions
The strengths-based approach that Straight Talk took informed the surveys and key engagement questions
that framed the engagement. These included asking Committees to:
Describe their understanding of their role
Explore how effective they feel they have been in helping Council to meet challenges, solve
problems and achieve goals
Explain who they feel they represent, how they know this and what 'feedback loops' they utilise to
maintain this
Identify three most significant or important successes
Identify three most important priorities for the future of the Advisory Committees.
Identify best practice engagement for local government.
Copies of the runsheet which broadly led the discussion for each Advisory Committee can be found in
Appendix D.
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3.3. Overview of conversations
We asked the same questions of staff as we did of committees, and there are marked variations between
the responses of staff and some committees and between committees.
Committees work very differently, often as a result of their area of interest as well as the different
personalities of those involved or the history of the Committee with Council.
For example, some Committees saw their role as providing advice only, while others strongly pursued an
action-oriented approach, producing strategies and advocating passionately. Some Committees saw
Council as a source of funding and were frustrated by the perceived lack of support they, and their area of
interest, received from Council while others had taken a long-term view and were steadily working to longterm goals, some of which had been achieved. Some Committees were well aware of what other Councils,
other community groups or other Government agencies were doing or achieving and other Committees
were quite narrow in their perspective, only focussing on this Committee and this Council.
These marked differences were reflected in the feedback from Council staff. Some staff were energised,
committed and passionate about their Committee, while others were very dis-engaged and dubious about
the value-add or contribution they make. Some staff felt that Committees created work which was often not
in accordance with the priorities or longer-term strategic directions of Council and felt conflicted and
frustrated that they had to expend valuable time which wasn't actually contributing in a practical way; other
staff appeared at times to have a blurred or indistinct appreciation of governance boundaries, encouraging
their Committee to pursue activities or priorities that they supported or were passionate about.
Finally it is clear that some Councillors deeply appreciate and value Committees while others don't share
this perspective. Committees do provide a very accessible and at times highly informed community-based
resource for Councillors and there is no doubt that this is important and helpful. However, Committees also
provide a ready-made opportunity for activism and often Committee members are seen in this light. This
further complicates the relationship that Committees have with Council and needs to be acknowledged and
discussed.
Straight Talk have reviewed all the feedback and themed the major issues that we believe are relevant to
the review and which can inform some analysis and recommendations:
1. Successes and achievements
2. Challenges
3. Roles and responsibilities
4. Governance and authority.
Details of feedback from each method is included in the Appendix. We have analysed all feedback and
present the key findings below:

3.4. Successes and achievements
Each Committee was able to identify achievements and they were proud of what they had done. Each
Committee reflected on achievements that were often quite long ago - for example the rebuilding of a
stage in the 1990s (Bush Haven Amphitheatre Advisory Committee) and purchase of a Steinway
(Willoughby Symphony committee). Others, such as the Access Advisory Committee and Bicycle Advisory
Straight Talk Willoughby Council Advisory Committees Consultation
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Committee, identified the journey they had been on to get their area acknowledged and gradually
integrated into 'business as usual'. Still others identified a 'sense of community'. These examples exemplify
the differences between some of the Committees, where some are focused on practical, strategic and
impactful outcomes while others have a much more narrow focus. Here are some details around the
achievements of each committee, as stated by committee members in the consultations:
Arts and Cultural Events
Foster multi-cultural events
Rejuvenate, expand and maintain the event program
Global Friendship committee
Tours with students in 2003-2016 to Suganami, Japan
Tours to Korea
Friendly City agreement
Chinese New Year
Council awards
Cultural exhibition on the concourse and yearly celebrations
Natural Heritage and Bushland Heritage Committee
Consistent and regular work of community members to clean up area, and instigating plan of
management from 1985
Overseeing plan of management for each area
Providing advice on education projects, such as a book project with local schools
Instrumental in introducing environmental levy
Willoughby Park Committee
Instrumental in creation of path (circular track) around the oval and seating
Instrumental in upgrades of centre over the years, including toilets, accessible lift
Committee originally fundraised to build the centre in the 1950s.
Heritage Committee
Institution of heritage conservation area and individual listings by WTNL Trust
Heritage festival, heritage awards, heritage plaques and celebrations during heritage week
Providing advice on heritage policy
Liaison with Council’s local studies librarian
Animal Companion Committee
Set up because of the Companion Animal Act 1998, advocating on behalf of pet owners
Brochures modified to be dog or cat friendly.
Pet festival and pet fair – free microchipping
Seniors Advisory Committee
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Advising on policy matters for elderly, instrumental in instigating programs such as meals on wheels,
companion callers and taxi service for older persons
Instrumental in building and fundraising for Doherty Community Centre
Event management through the 1980-1990s around outdoor concerts, recognition of seniors,
mental health, seniors week and associated activities
Access Advisory Committee
Instrumental in lobbying for accessible pathways, ATMS and parking spaces at Chatswood Chase
In the past, the committee has had a focus on compliance for example reviewing plans and ensuring
rangers go into Westfields and book people who park in accessible spaces who don’t have a sticker
Advocacy
Oversight of Disability Inclusion Action Plan
Willoughby Symphony
Promote events and season program to subscribers and local groups eg NSW teachers association,
Rotary
Conduit between orchestra and back to Council
Facilitated purchase of Two Steinway Pianos by Council
Alert the committee to the range of technical issues that may be experienced throughout a
performance
Bicentennial Reserve and Flat Rock Gully Advisory Committee
Ensure amenity of park, and keep local eye on what’s going on
Promote relationships between different organisations for example local sports groups and progress
associations
Instrumental in upgrade to lighting and amenity for netball courts
Bush Haven Amphitheatre and Advisory Committee
DVD Produced and fully televised the 2009 carols
Featured professional performers such as James Morrison, SBS Youth Orchestra, regular yearly
program of carols
Specialist commissions such as Marion’s Gift, a play about the history of the area with over 50
people involved
Rebuilt twice in the 1970s and in early 1990s
Introducing the community to a new way of experiencing the theatre
Bicycle Advisory Committee
Networked and well linked to affiliate peak bodies eg Bicycle NSW
Corporate knowledge around local and active transport and the history thereof
An advocate for cyclists in the area, instrumental in increasing the cycling infrastructure
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Progress Associations
Advocate on behalf of community for Development Applications proposals in regards to feedback
or objections
See themselves as a community voice and cooperation across all 9 federation of progress
associations and feel they have good corporate knowledge of the communities they represent.
It is important to note that only two Committees appeared to be aware of the broader, strategic
frameworks which Council develops and works in and with. This dis-connect with the priorities of Council,
together with a very blurred and indistinct appreciation of the boundaries between strategy, policy, advice
and operations, is a key element of concern for the review.

3.5. Challenges
All Committees acknowledged the challenge of succession planning and attracting new membership as a
major issue. All Committees were dominated by older people and, while for some Committees this is
entirely appropriate (such as the Seniors Advisory Committee) it reflects a growing trend in all organisations
- churches, volunteer, sporting - where membership is struggling as people respond to the rapidly changing
and increasingly demanding environments of work, family and social responsibilities.
In addition, most Committees identified their technical expertise and the need for new members to be
drawn from similar backgrounds as a challenge - how do Committees make their work appealing and
appear meaningful to a younger, digital audience?
The authority or responsibilities of Committees were also seen as significant challenges. Some Committees
felt quite aggrieved that Council didn't value them or support them more particularly in a financial capacity.
There were quite clearly very different expectations between Committees about what they could expect
from Council or what Council should be doing to support them.
Constituency and representation are also clear challenges. While some members of Advisory Committees
are well connected with other community groups (for example, the Bicycle Advisory Committee has
representatives active on a number of other bicycle focussed groups locally and more broadly) others rely
on their regular network of people who they come into contact with for information. Constituency and
representation are not always essential, but they are often important - many of Council's activities would
benefit from a wide distribution or awareness.
Mis-matched expectations are also major challenges. It is clear that the expectations or requirements of
Council for each Committee can be very different from what the Committee itself believes it is there to do.
This leads to frustration but also missed opportunities, as all Committee members are clearly motivated and
committed and want to do the best they can for their area of interest; however when expectations are not
aligned, there continues to be a 'mis-match' of what the Committee wants to achieve and what Council
thinks the Committee should be focussing on.
This issue is further exacerbated by the role - or confusion about the role - of Council staff for each
Committee. Some staff play a very passive role, taking notes and making little comment; while others very
actively lead and participate; in more than one Committee engagement, staff participated as if they were
active members of the Committee; and in at least one Committee it appears that the Committee is 'led' by
the staff member. This may be effective, and even appropriate in some cases; however, without clarity
around roles, and with the confusion about expectations, this is a potentially volatile situation.
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3.6. Roles and responsibilities
Perhaps the most telling feedback illustrating the complexity of the Advisory Committees and what they do
was that relating to roles.
Each Committee had a fairly clear idea of their role but this didn't necessarily match with the expectations
of Council or the requirements of Committees under the Local Government Act.
Section 355 (b) is the section of the Local Government Act that allows Council to delegate some of its
functions to Committees of Council. Because of these formal roles that committees have, in 2016, Councils
were encouraged to review their committees by the Department of Local Government, in light of some
recent cases of committees failing to meet basic accounting and governance standards, which in turn
created some ongoing risks for Councils. (Source: DLG Circular, 16 August 2016)
In these cases, it was recommended by DLG that Committees needed to prove strong links back to
Council’s Delivery Program, and goals while meeting required standards of governance.
During the consultations for example, Committees variously identified their roles as:
Provide advice
Strategic advice, direction and input
Review and comment
Education (of the community)
Stewardship
Represent the community and area of interest
Co-administration
Expertise and deep knowledge
Protection of area of interest
Public pressure/grassroots activism
Local knowledge
Promotion
Advocacy
Conduit between community and council
Seat at the table
Managers
Cultural exchange.
However, as has been previously noted, there did not appear to be a clear understanding of the strategic
priorities or directions of Council and the need, requirement or practicality of the Committees working to
and with these. Most, but not all, Committees tend to see their roles as separate and not responsible for or
‘tethered to’ to these broader, community wide priorities. The exceptions to this are the Access and Bicycle
Committees, both of which are well aware of, familiar with and committed to not just the strategic priorities
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within Council but also the broader environment (policy and operations) of their area of interest at a
regional, state and to some extent national level. As a consequence, the way these Committees operate
and what they contribute to Council is in stark contrast to that of the other Committees.
Interestingly the staff perspective mirrored that of the Committees; however with some frustration. Staff
thought that many Committees see themselves as advocates or as doing what interested them; but that
increasingly there was an emphasis on the day-to-day, operational issues (the 'small stuff'). Most staff were
seeking high level, strategic input, connections to community networks and support for innovation and
specialist expertise. When this lens is put across the Committees, only a few are actually delivering these.
While staff acknowledged that local knowledge and the ability to identify operational issues are important
to the Committees, there are other, established avenues which are resourced specifically to manage these;
by using the Committee structure, staff felt their valuable time was often mis-directed, with the Committees
being seen as a 'back-door' to getting something done.
In terms of responsibilities, it is clear that individual Committee members feel a high level of responsibility
for their area of interest and that, at times, this influences their actions, advice and where they put their
energy. Some Committees are acting as professional or peer reviewers of Council strategies and plan,
assessing progress and measuring success. Others feel very frustrated that their efforts are not valued and
feel disrespected. This could be impacting the success or otherwise of the Committees.

3.7. Governance and authority
Council staff gave very clear feedback on potential governance improvements, including:
Updating terms of reference
Purpose statements (not charters)
Outcomes focussed
Link to strategic priorities (the Community Strategic Plan)
Recruitment strengthened with a strong emphasis on skills/industry/knowledge base
Fixed terms to encourage turnover and refreshment
Clarity of roles of staff
Simplified reporting and bureaucracy.
Committees were each adamant that, in their current roles:
they continue
they remain constituted Advisory Committees of Council.
Both these desires focus on authority - all Committees appreciate, value and are very loathe to cede their
authority, which they see gives them a unique voice into Council.

3.8. Feedback from each activity
Employee workshop
Overall we found that employees stated that a sense of purpose and contribution to the community is a key
theme for members. Some quotes that support this are as follows:
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"Maintain personal dimension"
"Access people from a range of cultures"
"Continuity of positive input and acknowledgement"
Employees also emphasised membership succession planning, turnover and the importance of attracting
and supporting new members. A participant put the sentiment like this:
"Regular turnover of members - fresh ideas - supported by history, getting industry specialists
involved."
In order to make the best contribution, employees felt that committees could focus on strategic objectives
of Council and ensure strategic and industry knowledge was current.
"Recruitment of members - emphasis on current industry knowledge"
"Consider 'technical group' rather than 'committee'

Advisory committee workshops
Key themes running throughout were around celebration, looking forward and adding value. There were
some understandable frustrations with Council’s processes.
In terms of what the committee understand their role to be, the committee members indicated they
provided advice, strategic advice, direction and input, review and comment, education (of the community
and of others) and also promotion. Some of the comments that indicate this are as follows:
“What I enjoy about the committee is that you have people with slightly different views.” (Willoughby
Park)
“Co-administration point for all matters heritage – built form, and social history relating to Willoughby
Area” (Heritage Advisory Committee)
“We interact with subscribers to sell the program” (Willoughby Symphony)
The other major theme was the major achievements of the committees, and how members wanted to see
these achievements celebrated, that their work had been instrumental in starting many great programs.
They wanted to see evidence of how their original ideas engaged with Council and became enmeshed in
the broader Council programming. Some examples of quotes from participants are below:
“Do it for love. See how it changes kids lives. Long term friendship of which there are many. It has
developed into a huge network with Japan.” (Global Friendship Committee)
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In terms of future priorities for Council’s Advisory Committees, participants recommended Council look at
keeping face to face consultation elements, whilst at the same time embracing new technologies, and
remaining reflective of community demographic. They wanted to ensure Council continue to tap into their
expertise in future. Some of examples included: networks into isolated or hard to reach communities, (such
as older persons or disadvantaged communities) deep corporate knowledge and sense of place (local pride
in the area). They also wanted to see Council information disseminated both through traditional media
(local newspapers, progress association newsletters) and increasing broad reach on social media.

Progress association workshop
We held one workshop with the progress associations to discuss key points with the groups.
Overall, we asked similar questions to the committee workshops around the role, major achievements and
what the priorities should be for Council’s committees moving forward. The major themes of this
consultation were:


Challenges - succession planning, community links, other modes of communication and engaging
with time-poor people:

“We find it difficult to attract people, and we just, through a grant from the council, launched a website so
hopefully we have a vehicle to communicate and we just recently did our first newsletter to let people know
about the website. But even through that the response was reasonably poor. If there’s a specific issue we have
a burst of membership in that area, and once that issue dies and goes away they go away as well…”


Their role – advocacy, community voice, fulfilling the role of the ‘action group’:

“But we represent the community voice.”


The future – advocacy for community, project-based issues, most have membership of around 10%
so they are looking to grow that through innovative means:

“I think you should retain face to face but should explore other supplementary activities as well.”

Online survey
The major finding here was the different perspectives amongst different demographics represented in the
survey. Those who were not involved in the committees were ambivalent or did not have a lot of knowledge
about what the Advisory Committees did. This polarisation of awareness is best demonstrated through the
chart below:
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The other chart that tells the story are satisfaction levels by segment. Concerningly, 2 in 10 Advisory
Committee members are dissatisfied, whereas most of the general community sit in the ambivalent or don’t
know / can’t say category.
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The survey results also call for different methodologies utilised in community consultation and engagement
– it should be noted advisory committees were still there, as we had heard in the other part of the
consultation (namely there is still a place for face to face engagement) but placed at 6th down the list.
Online surveys, social media and co-design topped the list. This is demonstrated by the chart below.
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Readers can find the full results of the survey in Appendix D.

Councillor briefing and workshop
Councillors have mixed views about the Committees, their role and efficacy and this is clearly demonstrated
by the level of involvement of Councillors with Committees.
Overall, Councillors are unanimous about wanting confidence that the many voices of their communities are
provided with appropriate, effective and practical avenues through which they can access information and
make a contribution to Council. Councillors want to know what is important to the communities of
Willoughby.
Councillors also recognise the tremendous contribution made by Committee members, however, some
Councillors feel as though they are only hearing from the same people, while other elected representatives
remain passionately committed to the structure and contribution of existing Committees.
Importantly Councillors are seeking advice and suggestions on the best way to engage and the review has
taken this on board, making recommendations which can be found in section 4.5.

Submissions
The submissions raised a variety of themes which included the following:
The committees have a wealth of expertise and a proud history of innovation in the performing arts
(in the case of the Haven Committee)
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Question the different models suggested such as focus groups, citizen juries and community panels,
and whether this would help achieve the Committee’s outcomes (in the case of the Willoughby
Symphony Committee)
Concern the committees lacks vision and purpose with a need to invigorate and focus on larger
strategic issues as well as perform a key lobbying role (in the case of the Access Committee)
References the IAP2 spectrum and how it’s important to reflect on this as well as advise Council on
policy. Recommend the committees continue to work with staff and terms of reference reflect best
practice (in the case of Heritage Advisory Committee)
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4. ANALYSIS
The key takeout for the review from all the feedback received was that it is essential for Council to be clear
about what it is wanting to achieve from engagement; and to identify appropriate, practical ways for that
engagement to occur.
Council Advisory Committees were established at a time when it was hard to connect with communities there was no technology, social media, instant news cycle. Governance was very distant from individuals
and Committees were able to provide advice that otherwise was absent.
However, much has changed since many of the Committees were established and over time, the role of the
Committees has needed to change; however, it doesn’t appear as though the Committees have developed
and evolved over this time. The very nature of the Committee makes it clear that the relationship between
the staff and the Committee are key; where staff are motivated and committed, a Committee often seems
to have very clear direction. Where there is not consistency in staff, or staff are not enthusiastic, direction
and energy within the Committee seems to be much less.
We believe that by using the following themes we can structure our analysis and develop
recommendations:
1. Role – what do Committees do, and what could they be doing?
2. Administration – how staff and Committees interact
3. Contribution – what does Council need, what do Committees do and what are the gaps?
4. How we got here – structural issues for Committees
5. Engagement – how does Council best tap into the energy, goodwill and commitment of the
community?

4.1. Role of Committees
Perhaps the most challenging aspect of the Committees is the difference in what they actually do.
There was not consistency across the Committees about their role.
The Access Committee and Bicycle Committee have very clear, distinct roles. They provide advice, at a
strategic level, about issues and projects and have input to strategic planning documentation. They are all
well connected and networked with other organisations and have a clear community base.
However the remaining Committees have more indistinct roles.
A number of Committees are focussed on achieving funding for a particular issue. Most of this effort is
directed at obtaining funds from Council.
This is problematic because Council has a number of processes for the administration of funds and grants.
For a specific committee to bypass this process does raise questions about procedural fairness, given the
competing needs and priorities of many community projects and issues.
Other Committees seem to focus on identifying problems and issues and reporting these to Council. While
the good intent is clear, Council has established mechanisms by which problems and issues are identified,
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recorded and therefore monitored and addressed; by bypassing this process it creates more work for
Council, not less, and confuses the broader community about how to raise an issue and have it addressed.
Some Committees are highly focussed on a very specific issue or location and there is overlap between
what Council does as part of its responsibilities and what the Committee is doing.
What Council lacks is strategic advice – advice which is either expert, and is not available within
Council, or is informed by current understanding and appreciation of best practice within an industry
or sector.
Council has a range of specialists across a wide range of areas; what local communities offer is
informed, current knowledge that can complement, deepen and broaden the existing expertise within
Council.

4.2. Administration of Committees
Each Committee has at least one staff member assigned who takes minutes, organises agendas and writes
reports on Committee activities for Council meetings. Some Committees have more than one staff member
attending.
Please note that the following comments are not a criticism of a specific staff member. They are observations
only; and it must be acknowledged that there are no clear guidelines, responsibilities or accountabilities for
staff administering Committees; and how the decision about who is appointed to a Committee is made is
similarly unclear and probably inconsistent.
There are a number of challenges arising from:
Staff who are not motivated or committed to a Committee
Staff who may become ‘over-involved’ in a Committee.
It does appear that some staff may resent that they have to work with a Committee. This may be because:
The staff member doesn’t see any value in what the Committee is contributing (which may or may
not be a valid assessment)
The area or issue of interest is not particularly interesting to the staff member (often staff are drawn
from areas outside the area of interest of the Committee, such as corporate services)
The staff member is already over-committed and the additional burden of meetings out of hours,
notes and minutes and reporting to Council is significant given other, more pressing priorities.
All of these can result in a Committee not feeling valued or respected; but more importantly, Committees
rely on the stewardship of staff in order to effectively navigate Council processes, policies and procedures.
Without this, a Committee can flounder.
Conversely, some staff are very involved with their Committee. So much so, that some staff behave as if
they are actually members of the Committee (some staff answered our engagement questions, despite
them being clearly directed at Committee members).
Some staff direct the work of the Committee to the extent that it may be questioned whether the needs of
the staff member, not those of the Committee, are being met; bearing in mind that those needs could be
professional, social and emotional.
Such confusion about what staff are there to do in order to support Committees is unhelpful. Those
Committees where staff are highly motivated feel fiercely protective and supportive of their relationships
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and the role of the Committee; while other Committees are left to feel frustrated, confused and undervalued.
It is important to note that the concept of the ‘burden’ of administering a Committee is not about the
financial impost – it is that all Council staff already have a significant workload and that the administration
of a Committee which doesn’t directly contribute to their outcomes, or arguably the strategic priorities of
the organisation, is an additional responsibility that many staff could do without.
When Committees were first formed, they provided an excellent opportunity for elected officials, as well as
staff, to hear directly from community representatives.
At Willoughby, Councillor attendance at Committee meetings is highly varied.
One Councillor actively attends 10 of the Committees.
Other Councillors attend one or two and some Councillors don’t attend any.
Some Committees rarely have Councillor attendance while others have at least one Councillor attending all
or most meetings.
Councillor participation in Committees also brings its own challenges.
Councillors, like Committee members and some staff, can develop a high degree of loyalty and perhaps
‘ownership’ for specific Committees. This can make it hard for them to separate their passion for their
issues, respect and value for the members from the contribution the Committee actually makes to Council’s
goals and strategies.
Councillors can find Committees very helpful as a source of advice; but Committees have not been
established as an advisory mechanism just for Councillors – they need to be contributing to Council’s
broader aims and goals, within the Community Strategic Plan.
Councillors can also find it hard to resist the temptation to use Committees as personal supporters and,
given the political nature of Councillor positions (they need to get re-elected) this can be complex and
confusing. It is because of this that some staff view Committees with mistrust and the role of Councillors on
Committees with some scepticism.
As has been noted above, Councillors, like some staff who become a little over-involved with a Committee,
can use the Committee in order to pursue personal projects or passions. While this isn’t the ‘end of the
world’, it does still compromise the agreed and established processes that all other projects must go
through and begs the question – why this issue and not another? Situations such as this fail the ‘pub test’
of procedural fairness and Council is right to be anxious.

4.3. Contribution of Committees
Perhaps the most significant disconnect in the relationship and role of Committees and Council arises from
what and how Committees contribute to the work of Council.
As has been noted earlier, Committees were established at a time when the day-to-day work of local
government was very distant from their residents and they provided a much-needed conduit to the
community and to local expertise.
Local government is now a very transparent arm of government. Technology means that all relevant
documentation is in the public domain, often Council meetings are live-streamed and available on video to
be viewed and every Council, including Willoughby, employs a range of ways in which to provide services,
evaluate satisfaction and engage directly with affected communities.
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The Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework for local government in NSW requires Council to consult
with its communities to identify values, a vision and importantly priorities for their LGA. Extensive
consultation contributes to the development of the Community Strategic Plan, Delivery Plan and
Operational Plans and this suite of documentation provides a comprehensive ‘work plan’ for Council staff.
The IP and R Framework is linked to both the electoral cycle – the Community Strategic Plan needs to be
refreshed every four years to coincide with new Council terms – and engagement, with the development of
all three plans being firmly grounded in wide, inclusive and effective engagement that demonstrates the
community values and priorities are reflected in the plans for delivery. These delivery plans, in turn, are
reflected in the Key Performance Indicators for all the executive and the individual workplans for each
member of staff.
It is both a mandated and legislative requirement that Council work to and within this Framework and
report against it both to NSW Government but more importantly, their communities and ratepayers.
Many Committees, however, appear to operate outside of this process, raising issues and responding to
areas that have not been identified as priorities, thereby bypassing the intent of the integrated planning
approach.
Most Committees are working on very specific issues and in very specific ways – for example, the
improvements or management of a particular park, or for the Orchestra, the focus is on performance.
For a complex local Council like Willoughby it is essential that its resources and energies are coordinated
and planned. Park and open space planning, maintenance and development is managed by Council as a
core delivery area; and while the Committees working in these areas are passionate, and well-informed, it
has to be asked what they contribute that is in addition to what Council already does.
For the Orchestra, the Committee do seem to be unaware of just how unusual it is for a local government to
fund and support one specific area of the arts, given how many aspects of culture and the arts are vying for
funding, and the growing recognition that community-based art and culture which actively engages
communities in making, creating and contributing, contributes to the overall well-being, resiliency and
vitality of local communities.
These observations may appear harsh and they are in no way meant to be a criticism of the extensive
goodwill, expertise and remarkable commitment that the volunteers on many Committees have made to
Council over the years; however, everything Council does needs to be able to demonstrate that it provides
values to all ratepayers and contributes to the strategic directions and priorities that the community of
Willoughby have identified and developed.
In terms of what Council needs, it is mechanisms for accessing feedback, ideas and advice that are practical,
timely and effective. The fact that Council, as a whole, does not believe the current Committee system
provides this is evidenced by how rarely Committees are engaged by Council to provide feedback – they
are not seen as a feedback mechanism that can effectively contribute to plans, strategy or policy making.
We have therefore developed a framework against which each Committee has been assessed. This allows
us to present recommendations that have been developed in a completely transparent, outcomes focussed
manner to guide the future engagement activities of Willoughby Council. This can be found in section 5.
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4.4. How we got here – structural issues
for Committees
Committees recognise that Council doesn’t, as a whole, use them as they believe they should be – they feel
unvalued and to some extent, not respected. They don’t, however, understand why. From their perspective,
they are doing what they have always done; it is the world that has changed around them, and to some
extent without them, that has led us to this situation.
Many Committees, because of their consistent membership, remember when General Managers (and Town
Clerks before them) regularly attended Committee meetings and when Councillors sought their counsel
prior to significant decisions. They felt like they were able to make suggestions and recommendations, and
these would be respected and heard.
However, over time, a number of things happened.
Firstly, membership of most Committees has been at best stale and, at worse, static. There has been slow
and little turnover in membership. This is for a number of reasons, most of them very well intentioned:
Members are passionate, and interested, and highly committed. They like their committee! They like
working with each other and have often felt fulfilled and that they are making a contribution
Recruitment to all committees is difficult- no-one likes joining an established group when you don’t
know anyone – it can feel alien, and uncomfortable. Recruitment has largely come from ‘taps on the
shoulder’ and most of the Committees complained about how hard it has been to attract new
membership
There is no ‘good time’ for a Committee to meet – at night or during the day both challenge
members with accessibility.
Membership that doesn’t turnover regularly brings its own challenges. Patterns of communication,
relationships, accountability and responsibility can all become unclear over time when the same group
continues without any renewal.
Representation or constituency of Committee members is also problematic.
Ideally, Committee members are well connected and are able to bring a breadth of views and perspectives
to an issue. They are able to float and test concepts, ideas and suggestions within the wider community
and provide a conduit to Council of the range of views. These are big expectations for each Committee
member! Unsurprisingly, some Committee members are not able to do this – either because it isn’t in their
nature, or because they work, or have other commitments that prevent them. Others do this very well and it
comes naturally; while others don’t recognise it is required at all. And, to be fair, it isn’t necessarily clearly
articulated.
Even when the Terms of Reference for a Committee stipulate that members represent and report to and
from a wider constituency, this is difficult to regulate. As a result, even when individual members are
passionate, it can be hard to know whether their views are individual, representative of a wider group or
demographic or informed by broad consultation with others.
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Unfortunately, this is an issue for Council – it needs to be confident that it understands and hears a variety
of views.
Currency of advice and knowledge can also be an issue. All Committees boast members that are
extremely familiar with their particular area of knowledge or expertise. But staying current in this rapidlychanging world is difficult and complex, and if members are not well connected and networked, working or
volunteering actively, it can be hard for them stay across all the nuances of best practice, innovation and
research. And it can be comfortable for a Committee to keep on doing what it has always done – there is
safety in the familiar.
Ideally Committees are offering Council an extension of their own knowledge, challenge to their preconceptions and ideas, innovation and energising creativity from a different perspective.
Finally, the very nature of the passion and interest of Committee members means that they have been and
will likely continue to be, motivated to contribute their views on their particular area of expertise. The
Committees, in their current form, are not delivering to Council an alternative, new or different perspective
than that that is being heard through other engagement channels; this is largely because, most
engagement activities invite participation and the only people interested and motivated enough to
participate are those with an interest or passion. For new ideas, this tends to be those who are opposed to
change; and for specific areas, this is most often people for whom the issue has a particular interest or
passion. The Committees are struggling to engage with people who are young, working families, people of
low socio-economic and/or disadvantaged backgrounds and for most of the Committees (other than
access, the multi-cultural and Global Friendship Committees) people with disabilities, of Culturally and
Linguistically Diverse, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander backgrounds or Lesbian, Gay, Bi-sexual,
Transgender and Intersex people.
Reviewing the Committees, we found that:
Clarifying what Council needs from engagement, and in particular, from engagement on specific areas of
interest, will help in directing future efforts and supporting practical outcomes which contribute to Council’s
strategic priorities and directions
Developing clear guidelines for governance including Terms of Reference, membership recruitment, renewal
and terms, will ensure that formal engagement structure contribute effectively and that the time and
commitment of the community is valued by being utilised and respected
Integrating all engagement so that it contributes to, supports and promotes the strategic directions of
Council will make a practical contribution to Council achieving better outcomes for its communities.
For more information, please see Section 5. This presents a framework developed in response to the
issues identified by this review and assesses each Committee against it.
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4.5. Best practice engagement
Council needs to have a suite of engagement methods it can draw upon to ensure it is capturing and
leveraging the energy, commitment and goodwill of its communities in practical ways that improve decision
making.
The following suggestions are made in order for Council to consider fit-for-purpose engagement methods,
depending on the purpose, people and project under consideration. The following diagram provides a
model for helping guide the planning of appropriate engagement methods:

Most engagement methods are designed around either the available resources or the nature of the project
itself, and don’t take into account:
The purpose of the engagement – how the decision to be made will be influenced by the feedback and
input received. Clarity of purpose allows the right questions to be asked of the right people
The people who may have an interest in or be impacted by the project – by understanding who you need
to engage with you can then design activities that will effectively reach, motivate and engage them
The project itself – creating a compelling story around why the project is important and how the input of
engagement will influence and strengthen it ensures that participation is actively invited and encouraged.
In identifying best practice suggestions for Council the following has been considered:
Some views are very well heard on local issues while others are much less common. As a general rule, those
that are motivated to participate in engagement activities by attending a meeting, workshop or
engagement event are those that have a strong motivation to do so. Generally this is because either they
feel strongly about the issue (either negatively or positively) or because they have a particular passion or
interest in it.
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These are the same people who write submissions, participate in online discussions and surveys and attend
Council meetings.
Council can be confident that motivated residents and ratepayers within Willoughby LGA will always get
their views heard.
This being said, it makes sense that Council focusses on hearing from those it doesn’t generally hear from
and tapping into the expertise, skill and energy of the motivated participants when it will make the most
difference.
The suggestions below therefore allow Council to choose when to:
randomly select from the broad community,
randomly select from a sub-set of the community with an interest in a particular issue
target those with specific interest and expertise to contribute in depth.
The following elements of best practice engagement could be employed by Council in order to engage
either on specific issues, or with specific people, instead of the existing Committee system.
Brains trust
The communities of Willoughby are diverse, skilled and engaged. By regularly asking local residents to
identify if they wish to be more involved and if so what topics they are interested in, Council can create a
number of different ‘brains trusts’ from which to invite participation.
For example, Council is going to need to engage on its Community Participation Plan soon and this will
provide an excellent opportunity to establish the brains trusts.
Council could establish databases of people with the following interests:
Open space and recreation
Environment
Culture
Heritage
Sport
Community education
Health and well-being
Active transport.
Council may have other topics or suggestions of priority.
Participants would be invited to indicate their interest in participating in:
1. Face to face workshops, interviews, meetings and focus groups
2. Online discussions, surveys, polls.
They would be asked to be available for a period of two years and Council could then either randomly
select or specifically identify participants with particular expertise for a wide range of activities.
Council could bring together brains trust participants on their own, or invite them to participate in open
engagement activities to broaden and deepen the conversations.
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All Council departments should be made aware that the brains trust exists and is ready to be called upon
for input to plans, strategies and projects where community engagement is required; and encouraged to
utilise them, particularly when timeframes are short or where specific expertise or interest is sought.
At the end of the term, a civic event to acknowledge their contribution and thank them should be held for
all participants.
Peoples panels
Council could consider establishing peoples panels on either specific issues or by location. Panels of 15 to
20 people could meet over a number of weeks to consider specific issues and provide advice, ideas,
problem solving or decisions about relevant local projects (for example: local traffic management; bushcare
and landscaping; public domain improvements or priorities; local education campaigns around littering, the
environment or health; safety; establishing community facilities, gardens or activities). They could receive
briefings and information from Council staff but also from local community organisations and precinct
groups so that established stakeholders are confident they are able to be included.
Council could invite citizens based on ratepayer databases to participate, or issue invitations at random
through public activities and events such as festivals and markets.
Council may want to engage with the broader community on what topics such panels could consider; and
develop panels in response to this.
Panels would be time limited, focused on a specific issue or project and disbanded with thanks at
completion.
Specialist input
Current Committee members have made terrific commitment to Council and the broader community and
all have indicated their interest in staying involved.
Council can engage with existing Committee members on specific issues – for example, any review of the
heritage planning provisions would benefit from the input of members of the Heritage Advisory Committee.
Should Council pursue the ‘brains trust’ option, an invitation to every Committee member to nominate for
one or more topic area should be issued, ideally directly from the Mayor and/or General Manager, in
recognition of their contribution to the Committees.
City talks
Council could organise, several times a year, for public events with guest speakers on specific issues to
present, followed by a guided discussion on the topic to inform Council decision-making. Sustainability,
energy, planning and community services are all topics in which there is wide interest within the existing
Committees but also the wider community, and by bringing in thought leaders and involving local residents
who already have indicated their interest, Council can generate a partnership approach to prompting new
ideas and explorations of complex, current issues.
Council could compliment the participants with students from local high schools, the TAFE and university
students, to prompt, challenge and contribute to a vibrant discussion.
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5. EFFECTIVE ENGAGEMENT
FRAMEWORK
Engagement is recognised as an essential component of the work of government and local government, in
particular, needs to and is enhanced by a rigorous approach to engagement which is grounded in best
practice, practicality and a focus on outcomes.
Good engagement takes time – to plan, to implement, to record and analyse feedback and to report back
on how that feedback has contributed to the work of Council.
This review is not seeking to review all of Willoughby Council’s engagement activities, but how the
engagement on specific areas contributes to the strategic priorities and directions of Council. It has been
driven by a strong desire from Councillors that engagement be effective, so they can be confident they are
able to know what the community wants and values. It has also been driven by Council staff’s commitment
to harnessing the expertise of its communities and stakeholders effectively and respectfully, allowing them
to put their efforts where they will make the biggest difference. Finally, it has been informed by a
methodology which seeks to take a strength-based approach to the existing work of Committees and
understand how we can best harness the commitment and passion, skills and knowledge within the local
communities of Willoughby to support a modern Council committed to delivering the best it can for
ratepayers and those communities.
The review has identified:
Council has a range of specialists across a wide range of areas; what local communities offer is
informed, current knowledge that can complement, deepen and broaden the existing expertise
within Council.
Council is seeking expert, strategic advice that is either not available within Council or is informed by
current understanding and appreciation of best practice within an industry or sector.
Council has a suite of long, mid- and short-term plans and strategies that identify the values,
priorities and strategic directions that Council is pursuing for the people of the LGA. Implementing
this framework is what all of Council’s activities are focussed on and engagement that supports,
promotes and enhances this work is where Council must put its energies.
Council must deliver services and outcomes for an increasingly complex range of communities,
issues and priorities. Equity in how decisions are made, particularly those decisions that involve
Council funding and resources, must be demonstrated. Any process that allows some issues or
areas of interest to be elevated by others will be seen to be unfair to those that have not had the
same opportunities. There is no shortage of competing priorities and needs within local
government and, while some issues may have the benefit of articulate, passionate and motivated
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supporters, that doesn’t mean they have the right to bypass established mechanisms in order to be
considered more favourably in terms of priority, attention or support.
Finally, Council is hearing from some parts of its community very regularly and struggling to engage
with others. The review has identified that the Committee structure is not providing an alternative,
new or additional voice or contribution than those that Council already hears. Council must
consider where it puts its efforts in terms of ‘hearing all voices’ and target those engagement
activities that capture the contribution of all sections of the community.
The following table presents these areas in a format that allows us to assess whether if and how the existing
Committees address or meet them:
Committee

Local
knowledge (not
in Council)

Strategic
expertise (not
in Council)

Contributes to IPR
framework and
implementation

Aligns with identified
and agreed priorities

Contributes a hard to
reach perspective

Bicycle









x

Seniors

x

x

x

x

x

Access











Global
Friendship

x

x

x

x



Companion
animal

x

x

x

x

x

The Haven

x

x

x

x

x

Natural
Heritage and
Bushland

x

x

x



x

Symphony

x

x

x

x

x

Willoughby
Park

x

x

x

x

x

Bicentennial
Park

x

x

x

x

x

Arts, Culture
and Events

x

x

x

x

x

Heritage





x

x

x

Above: assessment of contribution to Council

From this assessment, it is clear that a number of Committees are not making the most practical
contribution to the work of Council that they could. This is not to say that the Committees are without
merit; this review is focussed on identifying the best way that Council can engage on the issues of priority
with its communities.
Council will need to make some decisions about the future of how it engages and whether it uses the
formal Committee structure provided within the Local Government Act to do that.
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In order to inform that final decision, the review has developed the following Framework. We suggest each
Committee, or upcoming issue upon which engagement is required, is assessed against it. It will provide, at
the very least, a consistent, transparent and fair tool to assist Council in determining appropriate
engagement channels.
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Above: flowchart for decision-making about the type of engagement used.
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6. CONCLUSION
This has been a complex review with many differences of opinion and concerns about the Advisory
Committees of Council, and what Council’s role in engagement is going forward.
There is broad recognition that Council needs to be inclusive and adjust it’s consultation methodology for
the times we live in. There is also recognition that there is scope to carve out time and resources for the
important face-to-face and meaningful consultation that binds community and Council together. It’s also
important to recognise the existing history, skills and expertise in the community.
We encourage Council to work with the community in future across a variety of methodologies and
continually involve and seek feedback from Advisory committee members when looking for expertise and
corporate knowledge in a particular area.
Our recommendations are that formal Committees of Council, as a mechanism for engaging, is
cumbersome, inflexible and not fit for purpose. We suggest that should Council wish to continue having
standing committees, they be re-constituted not as Committees of Council but with new Terms of
Reference which provide for:
Time limited terms for members
Clear selection criteria and process
Clarity of purpose and outcomes.
We suggest that the Access and Seniors Committees be merged and that the Bicycle Committee not be
incorporated into the Traffic Committee. This is because the Bicycle Committee is one of the best
functioning Committees and because the Traffic Committee is, by its very nature, dominated by road
infrastructure rather than the broader recreational and community-based issues that the Bicycle Committee
also consider.
We don’t believe the remaining Committees are delivering value in terms of the priorities and strategies of
Council or the level of commitment and time that Committee members contribute. Council should explore,
with the Committees, how they can continue to be active and contribute within more targeted and strategic
engagement methods.
We note that some Committees may be required by legislation; however we note that some, such as the
Companion Animals Committee, are not in existence in most other local Councils and an exemption should
be sought, if necessary, so this Committee can be disbanded. We note that the work of the Committee,
particularly on the Pet Fair, has been identified as excellent and ideally Council will work with the
Committee to identify an appropriate way to harness this energy, enthusiasm and commitment so the Pet
Fair can continue to grow and flourish.
We suggest that Council formally recognise the outstanding contribution of the Committees and the
generosity of time, energy and passion that individual members have made. Ideally each Committee will
have the time to absorb the contents of this report and Council’s final decisions and be able to shape how
they formally disband with respect and dignity.
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APPENDIX A EMPLOYEE
CONSULTATION NOTES

Major themes
SHARED Purpose
During this consultation, it became apparent that a sense of purpose and contribution to
the community is a key theme for members. Many have long histories entwined within their
communities. Majority have been members of the committees for long a period of time,
have seen some great achievements across the years. Employees mention a need for
recognition of these past achievements and successes and that contribution of committee
members comes from a place of good intention.
Structure and Renewal
Employees emphasised committee membership renewal, the importance of succession
planning and turnover, and attracting and supporting younger members. They
mentioned challenges implementing these processes, and that some committees could
be tight knit and very closed. Others thought governance processes could be improved.
Strategic Purpose
Employees discussed a need to link skills of committee members with the overall strategic
objectives of Council, and seek opportunities for involvement in the community strategic
planning process. They also felt that emphasis of future committees could be on technical
expertise and industry knowledge, rather than overall community involvement or selfinterest. This would also lift the quality of community feedback and support Council.
What are the community's preferences for Council Consultation and Engagement?
Employees detailed what they believed the community's preferences to be which were online engagement
for time-poor participants, going to high traffic areas for face to face consultations and retaining some
aspects of successful face-to-face participation. Some example of these examples are included below:
Face to face consultation (e.g. drop in sessions)
Pop up activations at events and activities
Time poor younger people want online engagement
Easier access to information
What support will people need for change?
Employees recognise this would be a change process for all involved and suggested the following feedback
in support for their roles in the future. They also had feedback in support of committee members, which
included reflecting their voices back so they are heard, clear guidelines, and recognition of service. The
examples are included below:
Employees

Committees

Clarity about future steps

How their voice will be heard

Director Support

Clear definitions / guidelines

Clear Guidelines

Validation / recognition
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Committees aligned to priority areas
Avoid having members with conflicts of
interest
Executive support
Finalise review
Less 'process' issues
E.g. reporting Committees to Council
What should be included in governance documentation to support future committees?
Employees suggested updating terms of references, simplifying the reporting processes for committees,
having a clear purpose, and being clear on outcomes. They suggested purpose statements for groups, clear
links to Council’s strategic priorities, and clarity of roles for staff. They also suggested regular turnover, or
succession planning.
What is best practice engagement for local government?
Employees suggested different ways Willoughby Council could approach engagement in the future which
could involve social media, letterboxing, multi-lingual information and project specific work groups.
Customer engagement strategies or programs were also mentioned. Examples are:
Using social media and have your say forum and surveys
Letterboxing or postal approach
Establishing a work / focus group for specific issue or project
Volunteering
Hack sessions, online creative collaboration forums
Facebook e.g. 'Wildlife Willoughby'
Face to face events / 'speed dating'
Multilingual information
Ensure staff are aware of essential information as they could be the first contact point for enquiries
Voice of the customer programs
What are some of the major achievements of the committees? How do we celebrate their
achievements?
Employees recognised the many and varied achievements of the committees, some of which were in the
distant past. Some examples are listed below:
Achievements
Companion animals committee - the pet festival become a recurrent event, mention Chee in event materials,
complimentary event access, pet festival, Lowana park - extend lights at park
Heritage - promotion of heritage week activities
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BCC - Closer integration of bicycle user groups and Council officer, input into policies - bike plan maps, championing
the needs of cyclists through advocacy and identification of issue, assistance with events such as ride to work. Review
of Council works.
Willoughby Symphony - brought audience, knowledge
Willoughby Park Centre - Input into masterplan - unified approach to upgrades to WPC.
Haven Amphitheatre Committee - unified drive to build a new stage, regular performances for the community
Global Friendship - Formation of friendly city relationships, Facilitate projects associated with friendly city relationship
- e.g. Armenian statue and Beauchamp Park, Cultural exchange (young people) e.g. Bingara (NSW), Suginami (Japan)
NHBAC: currently do annual on-site 'celebration' in conjunction with Bushcare could issue certificate or statement of
appreciation to members
Access - recognised contribution by being named in DIAP
Seniors advisory - invitations to events e.g. seniors concert, promote Senior week and aged services
NHBAC - ongoing input and feedback to reserve action plans (approx. 30). Regular site inspections and practical
review of previous plans, natural areas management experience conveyed to Council, liaison with other community
members to pass on information.

What do the committees understand their role to be?
Employees overall agreed that committees understood their role to be as advocates, representing the
public, and providing feedback to Council. In some instances, the committee members understood their
roles as providing artistic direction, or feedback on a topic, for example reserve planning. Others mentioned
committee members contribute to event planning, or anything to do with a specialist area of interest, such
as companion animals. There were, however, some perspectives from employees that the reality of the
committee members roles were somewhat different, increasingly focused on operational matters, and less
on strategic thinking, which was concerning.
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APPENDIX B FEEDBACK FORM
ANALYSIS
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At the end of the workshops, individual feedback was obtained using a feedback form. This is utilised to
explore participant satisfaction with the workshop including suggestions about how the session might be
improved.
Overall there was a high level of satisfaction with the workshop process. This is demonstrated by the graph
below.

The facilitator presented clearly and
logically

4.6

The venue was appropriate

4.6

The facilitator allowed me and others
to have a say

4.6

There were opportunities for me to
participate in an engaging and
appropriate way

4.6

The workshop content was interesting

4.4

The workshop timing was appropriate

4.3

The workshop objectives were clearly
stated

4.3

Participants were complimentary about most aspects of the workshop but were particularly impressed by
the ability to share information and discuss shared challenges with colleagues.
The average ratings for all the statements were 4.4 in a 5-point rating scale where 5 equalled ‘strongly
agree’ and 1 ‘strongly disagree.’ There was some variance with scores ranged from 4.3 to 4.6 with most
scores being 4.4 and above.
Improvements
When asked whether they had any suggestions about how the focus group could have been improved
participants mentioned the following:
"Perhaps more discussion on how to make the existing committees function better."
"Liked how facilitator encouraged all to participate - even those shy too."
"No, it was good."
"The sheets on walls - a good way to get information."
"The session was great thank you!"
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"Understanding of issues other Council Officers are experiencing with other committees - many and
varied."
"All ok! Thanks!"
"Perhaps knowing the questions ahead of the workshop"
"Open meetings, forums."
"Clearer delivery program from Council to shape committee outcomes."
Most valued
When asked what they valued most about the workshop participants mentioned the following:
"To know other Council Committees are experiencing the same issues."
"An opportunity to hear what works and what doesn't work from other committees"
"Clarity of the next steps / process"
"A voice"
"Information about next steps and approach for future, interaction with staff and facilitator"
"Listening to other staff experiences"
"Contemplation and identification of issues"
"A clear 'purpose' needs to be communicated re committees"
"Wide collection of ideas for innovative and transformative change"
"Getting insight about other committees and the challenges they face"
"I felt the facilitators really understood the differences of each committee and what is required moving
forward. We can move forward with this process now."
"Availability to share and hear from others."
Additional comments
When asked if they had any additional comments about the project, participants mentioned the following:
"I'm sure I will think of other things"
"We're on the right track"
"Is there any other ways to achieve the same outcome?"
"We need to reduce admin burden on staff in supporting committees, simplified minute process and
remove need for reporting minutes to Council, they can just be sent to Councillors electronically and
only report if a particular subject warrants it. Happy to discuss further"
"They are very diverse - outcomes can be as diverse"
"Process needs a final decision"
"Has been deferred too long"
"All committees function differently -- all have scope for improvement."
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APPENDIX C COMMITTEE
CONSULTATION NOTES
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Cultural Events committee
Major themes:
Corporate knowledge. The committee felt their historical knowledge of the
community, plus links into other arts organisations and committees (such as the Art
Gallery of NSW) was of value to Council and to the wider community.
Promoting Council’s arts and cultural facilities, events and programs. The
committee believed there was a potential for a more active role, in being part of all
cultural events, and wanted to have proper oversight of projects and activities, not
simply ticking a box.
What the committee understand their role to be:
To work with Willoughby City Council to better manage cultural growth and
bring business and community together
We need to actively be part of all cultural events
Promoting the historical aspects of Willoughby
Bringing the community up to date with the present
Supporting the many events from different sections of Council.
A comment that supports this sentiment is as follows:
“We shouldn’t be here to just rubber stamp and hear presentations”
The committee detail their major achievements as:
Bringing different aspects of Willoughby’s diverse communities together in
our Council events
To provide WCC with advice on proposed and completed events
Give feedback and suggestions and directions to cultural events
Foster multi-cultural events in the community and support artist ‘companies’
in the community
Work with promoting events at the Concourse
Engage the community more to see what THEY want. Invite ‘speakers’ from groups to come.
Priorities for the future include:
rejuvenate
expand
maintain.
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Global Friendship committee
Major themes
Overseas relationships fostered over time
Involvement with schools and benefits to young people
More promotion and engagement
Recruitment of more members with key skills
What the committee understand their role to be:
Committee role is to help bring together relationships – mutual trade, recognition
and exchange of ideas
Measuring best practice and linkages for next generation to avoid similar mistakes
To review correspondence regarding Willoughby and other cities
Councils role should be to facilitate activities within the committee. This sometimes
happens. Political interference seems to stifle without this
Committees role is to promote global cultural exchange of awareness of communities that have a
link with our community, a knowledge exchange
Provide help, provide funds, letters of introduction
Link between Armenian Community and Willoughby City Council
Mechanism including cultural, business, education, religious occasion
Establish a better relationship between Willoughby Council and other overseas cities covering a
whole range of activities
The committee detail their major achievements as:
Arranging or organising four rugby tours and two council trips, fostering
great relationship between Rugby Clubs, Rotary, Council, Department of Education,
involving many children of committee members and many exchange students.
Korea – 2 tours there, 2 tours here (4 tours in total). Flag raising ceremony for
an exchange student. Tried to get Tae Kwon Do exchange happening, various other
exchanges eg Bingara, Orange Festival.
Sinnu – they visited here, with mixed feelings. One committee member admitted there was a
“dubious reason for going but good learning experience”
Chinese New Year – input into multiple years celebrations
Council awards
Friendly city agreement Nor Nork – Council mechanism utilise WCC
Friendly city agreement with Nor Nork (Armenia) and Willoughby City Council
Completed Khatchkar Monument in Beauchamp Park; which celebrates Friendly City Agreement and
commemoration of Armenian Genocide
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Cultural exhibition in the concourse
Organising cultural exchanges such as Mayoral visit to Yerevan (Armenia) to arrange signing of
agreement, three-day visit through overseas / foreign relation department, cultural events –
including yearly Kermese celebration
They do it for love, because they see how it changes kid’s lives. As one committee member put it:
“Long term friendships, of which there are many.”
Priorities for the future include:
Communications with Council regarding events and activities
Work with parents and friends committees, and schools
Define the purpose and aims, create goals (KPIs) – can we measure
People should turn up to meetings or their position would be made vacant.
Attendance currently not enforced
Outcomes to match a “Business Plan” of the Global Friendship Committee
Respond to changing demographics – changing. New communities (Nepalese/India)
A funding increase
More communications and media including a media strategy / Press releases, attract and retain a
communications member for the committee.
Demonstrate link with Willoughby City Council
Review agreements for relevance
Committee to be open, get involved with wider community, more face to face communications,
more email and website presence
Decide action quickly – review and assess key performance indicators
Create a ‘digital’ work space
Work as a group, be unified, and support each other’s projects
Learn from each other’s successes / failures
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Natural Heritage and Bushland Advisory Committee
Key themes:
Long standing dedicated group of staff and committee members
Working for Willoughby’s environmental protection
Members have a background and industry in bush regeneration work
Good local expertise about bushland
What the committee understand their role to be:
Looking after the plans of management for the natural area
Publicly advertising and distributing information
Knowing it very well. Live on bushland, and knowledge of birds and plant
species.
Experience very long term. Time brings. Long term. Wallaby (natural flora and
fauna)
Taking messages between different committees of Council
Concern about the loss of bushland
The committee detail their major achievements as:
Improving, sustaining and enhancing Willoughby’s wildlife, rocks, landscape,
heritage
Natural vegetation – protection, providing advice
Bushland plan of management and focus to particular site
Understanding residents expectations and seeking happy medium between
the two.
Representing pockets of residents, concerns, fears and impacts of changing urban landscapes.
Leading 45 active groups with 300 people
Stewardship and education around bushland regeneration
Schools competition every 5 years – publishing book and having ceremony about it
Presenting to primary schools in Willoughby through education programs.
Ongoing management of local bushland. If it was full of weeds and tracks were overgrown. Keeping
the bush in good condition. Evidence of wildlife coming back (e.g. wallabies and bush turkeys), as a
result of continuing to improve the bushland.
On this area are several national parks. Lane Cove – bushland – meets Lane Cove - corridors and
bushland and allowed species migration, allowed to connected animals.
Management of walking paths, seats, vegetation, Griffin House, audio, history of the area.
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Providing a stepping stone for people to volunteer in their local community.
Improvement only possible to public land due to twenty original residents in Castlecrag
Hosting a Volunteers Party annually, adjusting to the changing and evolving density of suburb.
This group pushed for the environment levy which was achieved and reflected what the community
wanted.
Priorities for the future include:
Assuming the community want the committee to continue, the
committee indicated their priorities to be:


for the committee to be maintained, and



keep community-minded people to give advice within the topic area.
They wanted to be able to be part of a group
Keep up communication with Council about the condition of bushland

Have a ‘quick access’ line for customer service requests, ring up people – staff – who can fix things
straight away. (Committee members felt they were “not going to ring up daily”)
They felt the online engagement was not as authentic and could not replace face to face
communication: “No feedback from the have your say page”
Future recruitment – recruit members with the right skills
Get community engagement involvement – chat room communication
Get interaction with committees and councillors – and updates on what was discussed face to face.
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Willoughby Park Centre Committee
Key themes:
Achievement of upgrades to the centre over the years and strong sense of
history
Confidence in the management
Feel the centre is ‘fit for purpose’ for the community

What the committee understand their role to be:
Working with the exceptional staff at Willoughby / as well as it’s ever run. Feel
confident about the way it’s managed
It was noted the local community had changed over the years and it was now
a more diverse group to engage with for example more Chinese community.
People here to give representation of broader community and environment in
a hands-on way, linked with local groups for example church groups and hall hirers. As one
committee member put it:
“[We are] A broad community representation interested in the running of the place”
A lot of those organisations haven’t been seen lately for example hirers, physical ground users.
Members have sensed the ‘dropping off’ of members reducing to two meetings a year.
“What I enjoy about the committee is that you have people in slightly different views.” They ‘get’ the
community and ‘get’ each other. There is personal contact, and sense of community.
Committee members noted the committee should respond to community needs, for example: “If the
community wants it then it’s useful”
The committee detail their major achievements as:
Sense of community
Exchange of ideas
Value in society, Sense of community. Community is very important.
Council puts a lot of effort into parks and community spaces.
Influential in building the path (circular track) around the oval seats
Go for walk on a street and stop in on the way home. What a difference flat tracks have made to
those with physical disabilities.
There was a strong sense of history, instrumental in building of the centre and also fundraising.
Playground upgrade – design – carousel on playground, and influencing the building of the external
toilet next to the playground
Putting forward ideas and brainstorming sessions around the building of circular tracks.
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Priorities for the future include:
Prioritise future upgrades for facility including: fans in hall, windows
covered, security – for example, swipe cards
Contact between Councillors and community that administer the hall –
making the communication more obvious
Personal contacts and conduits to lodge service requests, as the
members believe the Council@ email is not as responsive. As one member
put it:
“The most common complaint is ‘I’ve written to council and it’s been three months and no there’s
follow through.’”
More representation, rejuvenation and enhancing committee through increasing communications:
For example: “I believe the committee meetings should be part of our website.”
“This committee helps you to resolve problems. We can contact <staff member name> and she does as
much as she can. Here, there is a Councillor presence – these contacts that you get through these
meetings.”
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Heritage Advisory Committee
Key themes:
Conservation
Track record of work around heritage issues
Local knowledge and stories
What the committee understand their role to be:
Institution of heritage conservation area and individual listings by WTNL Trust
Community sponsored heritage week; WEC listings (zones and individuals)
WAC Foundation, movement in heritage area studies
Heritage week
Council taking over heritage festival, input into heritage festival events, promotion
Heritage awards (now defunct) and associated celebrations that encourage pride in heritage
Cross fertilisation of community group information within the committee
Liaison with Council’s local studies librarian
One committee member has been guest speaker at council events
Recommendation for heritage conservation areas in the past
Recommendations for heritage items in the past
Heritage education to younger generations
Input into Heritage Provisions of Development Control Plan
The committee detail their major achievements as:
Establishment of conservation zones
Monitoring of heritage policy and implementation – designs
Instrumental role in heritage awards – heritage week, heritage plaques
Heritage awards from the early 90s to 2010
Heritage item reviews
Development of community information sheets about various aspects of the area
Expanded with inclusion of local history and events planning
Raised community awareness of heritage
People on this committee / members of this community initiated heritage review and conservation
areas creation.
Heritage views, analysis and assessment
Heritage Week celebrations, displays and trade exhibits
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Heritage nominations
Heritage inspections
Heritage walks and talks
Heritage plaque programs and books
Promotion of heritage generally
Networking with owners, specialists, and historians
Priorities for the future include:
Understanding of history, heritage better informs who we are today
Provide council with positive action for the heritage of Willoughby
Function: to provide advice to council on historical/heritage matters
from an expert/local perspective
Co-administration point for all matters heritage – built form and social
history relating to Willoughby Area
Provide a venue for discussing heritage issues with knowledgeable people
Measuring public perception of heritage aspects of Council
Disseminating to the public the significance of aspects of WCC not otherwise
Recognised – advising authorities of heritage aspects and events


Promotion of heritage matters with LGA like:



Heritage festival



History week



Heritage building



Come up with ideas and events to be part of heritage festival

Heritage events – walks, talks
The WHAC should have a more active role in the promotion and decision-making process – more
recently it has not
Promote heritage and history to local community
Exchange and share past and emerging information regarding local history
A source of information for public enquiries e.g. heritage books, information on Council’s website,
provide council heritage information
To assist Council on our heritage issues and provide community perspectives
Support and enable research into local heritage
Provide insight into the history of the area and ways of keeping that knowledge alive for future
generations
Understanding heritage issues and knowledge of community history
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Knowledge of past heritage issues for future planning
Protection of original fabric and the conservation character of Willoughby, particularly built
environment and promoting Willoughby to a wider audience
Encourage council to better protect and promote heritage
Advisory committees assist in breaking down communication barriers between social silos.
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Companion Animals Committee
Major Themes
Supporting social interactions in the community
Successes in events management

What the committee understand their role to be:
Dovetailing into community fabric - 63% of residents own a pet, which
is quite high.
Advocating on behalf of pet owners.
Advocating for waste management, e.g poo bag facilities at parks
Resolving conflict areas – e.g. leash free area important social meeting
point for communities
Catch issues before they become a problem catching – cooperating with each other. As one
committee member put it: “[we have our] fingers into community”
They have brochures modified to be dog or cat friendly
Event management – fabulous events, companion animal stall
Engaging with community – free microchips, education and collaboration
Own event every second year
Pet fair – free microchipping
The committee detail their major achievements as:
Recognising social interactions
Motions presented at local government conference
Allowing renters
Registration system
Little tweaks
Community advocacy
Pre-empting problems, try to stop before it happens
Encouraging people to give input
Committee meetings advertised, letting people come so as to get community input
Email address
Committees
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It’s hard to get to them.
That’s what people what occurring – give people notice
Discussion that has happened
Dedicated individuals giving their time for free
With an ongoing passion for what they do
Priorities for the future include:
Functional and effective, be a conduit between Council and being able to
disseminate between the community.
A way – way of council fulfilling its obligations under section 6A of the Local
Government Act
Embrace technology
There’s no argument about value of community feedback – but the question
is – with the formal committee structure, is that the best way to occur?
Are focus groups or listening posts a possibility, and ensure general communications continue with
Council.
Committed people who are passionate about animals
Attract recruitment of new members volunteering their time to contribute
“What would council like from us that we are not providing?”
Raise issues from the community.
Outreach activities are really important, seeing and responding to issues as they arise
Seeing Councillors have more visibility in community.
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Willoughby Seniors Advisory committee
Major themes:
Information sharing to community
Changing industry trends in aged care and mental health
History of strong programs for older people in the community
What the committee understand their role to be:
Officers report – suggestions; policy matters – important information needing
to be disseminated
Members are often active members of other local organisations and
disseminate information
Advocate-specialist in suicide prevention, mental health and aged care
Important role of information sharing to those who can’t use technology
The committee detail their major achievements as:
It was noted former The Hon Morris Iemma (Premier from 2005-2008) had
been to visit the facility when he was 40th Premier of NSW.
Important role of information sharing. Federal government – information goes
both ways
In the past organising and more recently providing program feedback on
large events such as volunteers day, seniors concert, Seniors Week, Manly Mental
Health Festival, seniors comedy night and other functions
Links to local organisations such as Men’s Shed, life source, churches other organisations
Links to community members who are hard to contact - church, or home visits, family
Previous Council run programs such as companion callers, emergency pendants, Meals on Wheels,
Council CAB scheme (fought not to abolish).
It was noted the above programs often serviced areas wider than the local government area such as
the entire north shore
Built Doherty Community Centre, and created partnerships and collaboration with other
organisations.
Also build accommodation for older persons nearby the Doherty centre
Hospital and social isolation visits
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Priorities for the future include:
Ensuring their stability
To facilitate their regrowth and rejuvenate
Took in HAC services – aged
Significance – proportion of older people
Taking into consideration two way exchange of information. Someone to
represent their concerns to local government important for community relationship.
Council has always strived to look after individuals in the community. Willoughby – grown up
around
Changes ahead to 2020
Different cultural mix – how many of these cultures came into community needs – take it into
account
Cantonese and Mandarin speakers – meals on wheels
Avoiding Alzheimer’s disease
Education – cost involved up to 70
NOIS interface – integration – mental health for seniors.
Significance – Enthused again
Education an important issue
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Access Steering Committee
Major Themes
Advocacy and equal opportunities
Move to strategic work
Keep grounded in community
What the committee understand their role to be:
Out and about in the community.
Holes in footpaths. Blind people
Advocating for lifts –for example in Westfields, accessible toilets, and in
concourse, no provision initially for wheelchairs in a fire.
Government / Advocacy – disability inclusion action plan. Made sure new
buildings being built are access friendly, especially apartments.
Communication between community and council
Open spaces, population generally, impacts on parents / grandparents.
Equal opportunities for all including young and old
National Disability Insurance Scheme – feeding back issues and concerns, and navigating this
process.
People with disabilities in the community and provides for needs (we can focus on large projects,
the simple things)
Details – wouldn’t have that freedom and able bodied people don’t understand
Wheelchair on bus and train
If it wasn’t for us, all those things would be locked up.
See a problem – come with solutions
The committee detail their major achievements as:
It was agreed by the group Willoughby has always been “way ahead” in terms
of accessibility.
Within the Development Control Plan now – units and accessible bathroom
percentages,
Willoughby has also lead the field in terms of affordable housing. For
example, 4% had been set aside for affordable housing (well before any others)
Awards for residents and businesses in Accessibility (recognition in accessible premises and services)
For a few years committee member have been judges (better business). A partnership.
There was some confusion about the committee’s role in the new disability inclusion action plan
until now, but they agreed this should be a priority going forward.
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Bike paths – shared use for everyone. For example, Thomas Lane – sorting out shared paths,
extension of traffic light times, lighting over pedestrian crossing
Contribution around hearing and vision impaired, mental health type issues.
Observation and access and undertake improvements in many areas. Pedestrian crossing / shops
Now that the National Disability Insurance Scheme is operational – the group are monitoring
services. Building and contributing to body of evidence and research. Guidelines, still do a lot of
helping people to access NDIS even though Council is not a provider.
NDIS concerns – while some people seem to have no problems. A lot of people getting the service
but a lot still don’t know. Informal feedback back from community.
Allowed the rangers to go into Westfields and book people parking in accessible spots (without a
sticker)
Advocacy for people with disabilities
Priorities for the future include:
Strategic work, in terms of focusing on delivery of the Disability Inclusion
Action Plan
Other community engagement methods including surveys and other
methodologies
Want to do site visits and project specific work
Recognise the good work that has been done in the past
Continue to consult with the community and open up the lines of communication, as one committee
member put it: “Not wanting to throw the baby out with the bath water.”
Table issues beforehand from business arising so we can get through the agenda
Encouraging others to send through concerns prior.
It was agreed recruitment is a major issue, and some new consultation methodologies to be
explored, as one committee member put it: “I believe there are other means of communications – for
example phone and skype. opening up the opportunity for others to others. We need new blood.”
Committee involvement in more council projects, money to renovative / refurbish
Continue to advertise in the North Shore Times for those who still read newspapers
Feedback for people in community to get awareness into Council
Opening up lines of communication. Feedback.
In the past, the committee has had a focus on compliance. Now that’s business as usual, get to the
heart of what the community wants and needs.
Look at what accessibility means to our community now.
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Willoughby Symphony Orchestra and Choir Advisory committee
Key themes:
Advocating for resources for example Steinway piano purchase
Links to community and promotion of what they do
Diverse programming

What the committee understand their role to be:
Providing feedback and suggestions, for example programming choices e.g. last night of the proms.
As one committee member put it: “Give the punters what they want”
Give back qualitative feedback and suggestions for future programming
Interact with subscribers, sell the program, extending their reach into a number of community
organisations for example NSW Teachers Association, Savage Club.
Carry flyers to recruit new subscribers and promote individual events
Commenting on technical aspects of performance for example the lighting
Conduit between the orchestra and back to Council.
The committee detail their major achievements as:
Arranging for musicians a fairer stipend or fee
An oversight role. Not a board.
Choir have separate arrangements for managing itself.
Increasing independent concerts.
Staff member employed for administration of concerts – one of the only
Councils that has this arrangement. On top of that, they choose to volunteer.
Exchange of information, would like more involvement from a programming perspective.
Represent the community on a range of technical issues, program production, financial operations.
Push for free programs.
Audience development once orchestra settled into once location and audiences travelling from
across Sydney
Suggesting to Council they purchase two Steinways which was done
Some reoccurring programming, for example Last Night at the Proms, and Kids
Selling tickets and providing complimentary tickets to local schools for example Chatswood High.
Choir doing a large choral work, The Big Sing (concert in Concourse), never done before
We used to get information as opposed to just communication.
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Main “players” of the choir / orchestra around the table– if issues have been raised, people can have
an open discussion, and a lot of things get done as a result
Priorities for the future include:
Community of orchestra is much wider, ensure it’s still achieving and
representing the community
Develop strategies for those to attend and represent community in full if
people don’t want to come to public meetings any more
Information exchange and broader representation, open up to people who
may come from time to time
Each meeting to have a topic area has topic.
Explore being ‘friends of the orchestra’ model
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Bicentennial Reserve and Flat Rock Gully Advisory Committee
Key themes
Community cohesion and community interest
Sense of pride in place
Got involved because of their children
Being “good neighbours”

What the committee understand their role to be:
A few “well intended individuals” in the early days who were not getting support and did their best
to start work on the park, lighting and pedestrians.
This has translated into concerns for immediate residents first and visitors second.
Different sporting groups involved including senior netball, seniors baseball club, representing local
community in black rock gully / valued recreational space
Reviewing plans, overseeing requests for tree removal, community concerns, a “seat at the table”
when planning the future facility.
Gives us opportunity to advocate on behave of juniors.
Gives opportunity to develop relationships with people in council
Host a number of visitors, relationships with reserve contacts and relationship with parking in area.
Keeping an “eye on what’s going on”, particularly parking across driveways, vandalism, security,
people and council
Love the facility, keep it in best possible condition. More of community group on lookout for
Government misuse.
Ensure amenity of the park
The committee detail their major achievements as:
Advocating for local community facilities
Informing the community around the impact of proposed Northern Beaches
Tunnel
Building largest netball courts in Sydney – capacity for 6000 people
Tunks Park walk
Providing links for Council into local areas
Different sporting interest groups coming together
Resolving lighting and sound issues
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Overseeing users and community sporting facilities that impinge on parking and access, dog signs in
dog parks, the macro and small issues, lighting and amenity.
Providing feedback on recreational activities
Recommending installation of lights and new sound system
Priorities for the future include:
This committee works really well
Knowledge of the local area
Communication mechanism through Council and Progress Association
Providing voice for community in terms of planning approvals
Look at a sunset clause to the various committees of Council
Keep alternatives to email or online explore pop up engagement
Centre is well used by diverse range of people, good recreation area, sporting and recreation
facilities need to be kept up to date
Instrumental in community partitions, bringing diverse groups together.
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Haven Amphitheatre Castlecrag Committee
Major themes:
Renewal – looking for financial assistance to rebuild stage
Looking to Council for support on this
Strong community training ground for young professionals, sense of purpose, strong
community history
Independence – Council has never had a role in the past
Apologies: Marline Lett, Phil Peck
What the committee understand their role to be:
As one committee member put it: “We are mangers of the theatre – maintenance, production, over
the years, Council has never had a role on and off stage.”
Facilitated 20-50 volunteers to replace the stage (in 1990s) which is a lot of equivalent funding. Held
a public meeting recently and over 100 people turned up in support.
Operating a professional theatre, 12-18 committee members
Professionalism – skills of theatre, outdoor venue, unique area.
Training ground for young professionals – peripheral groups, and scholarships for “certain people”
The committee detail their major achievements as:
Venue for meditation groups – multi faith ceremony in Australia
DVD produced / fully televised 2009 carols
Have featured professionals such as James Morrison, SBS Youth Orchestra
Marion’s Gift – an original play about the history of the theatre, involved over
50 people
Local memories and involvement
Local stage for cabaret, a radio play – midsummer nights dream, local memories and involvement
Magic moments – over 4 years, concerts involving 400+ people
Poetry resuscitations in early days
Rebuilt stage in early 90s involving 20-30 locals volunteering
In 1976 the stage was rebuilt
Underneath built technical facilities
Technical set up a lot less as a result – reduced from a couple of days down to one afternoon.
Build theatre in ‘friendliest possible’ way
Issues about access – standard access requirements
Other venues available but smaller theatre venues are also looking. Glen Street theatre built
Hosting two generations of theatre groups
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Concourse has been cost effective for fundraisers
Different type of experience of the theatre, associated with Walter Burley Griffin
Priorities for the future include:
Valuable community building access and expertise
Committee expertise, concourse fundraiser, group of professionals come together
Without the venue, no productions, no stage
“Give us something practical to do. We are losing audiences and determined to win them back”
Asset for the community and asking Council to fund the upgrade this time
Community members were of the belief that councillors have stood back so far
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Bicycle Advisory Committee
Key Themes
Networked and well-linked
Community coming together in different ways
Corporate knowledge and local knowledge of active transport

What the committee understand their role to be:
“To fill in the detail – the pros and cons of a particular design”
Have a practical focus, filling in the gaps, providing local expert knowledge
Influence programs, strategies and policies.
“To provide another level of thought process”
Implemented several stages of early bike plans, implemented bike maps, programs, sustainable
transport officer position
Engineering orientated at first – a few to nut out suggestions and ideas
Part of the corporate memory as staff experiences turnover.
“You are also the eye of Council officers.”
Contact point between this bike group and other bike groups like Bike North, and often pool their
resources together.
Apart from the role of just being local representatives we are also representing other groups.
The committee detail their major achievements as:
It was noted the committee played a broad number of different roles.
The group are very connected into other Bicycle NSW organisations, as one
committee member put it: “The bicycle world is very connected – interconnected”
Leading the way in the early days for example: “they saw what happened in
lower north shore and said we want that”
Adjusting to the times and ensuring the new generation have an opportunity
to have their say. For example: “If you go back 50 years, my colleagues just had one job. Nowadays,
young people don’t have permanent employment. (so, it’s harder for them to be involved in things) We
didn’t know one engineer in the then department of main roads. So, we started to know professionals
who were riding bikes.”
Influencing engineers within government in the early days about building bike paths: “So, I
remember one case I had concerns about the steepness of a new path…I managed to get an engineer
on site and explained young kids couldn’t have the power in their hands to break on it, which resulted
in a change.”
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As a result there are now strong paths that are well used, that avoid the main roads: “extraordinary
achievements as a result of our own lobbying”
“We still have to look to the future and have it continue on”
Educate riders and get more riders, Council running some survey rides, engaged in that.
Instrumental in the Gore Hill Freeway decision
1996-2003 – providing off road cycle way, Naremburn to North Ryde and starting the link through
Macquarie University.
Priorities for the future include:
More promotion and refresh of committee members: “We need people and renewal…I think we’ve
done things better in the past”
Arranging their consultations and meetings with contemporary community engagement practices:
“People are coming together in very different ways and the challenge is how we tap into that”
Engagement around the Community Strategic Plan in future.
Win over all the voices and speak to everyone. As one committee member put it. “With regards to
engaging in the cycling area, it’s got to be multi focal because there’s so many different types”
Give people accurate and timely information about cycling: “when you engage with people – a lot
depends on the information you give them. That is one issue that really concerns me.”:
Recognise the corporate knowledge of committee members and tap into long-term expertise and
retain this knowledge, as one committee member put it:
“I suspect there are areas where you could build up expertise very quickly. But there are other areas
where it takes a long time to build up that knowledge. I suspect bicycling it must be one of those areas
where there are real benefits to having long term expertise.”
Do not see the need to merge with Traffic Committee as very different values brought to Council, as
one committee member put it: “I feel if this committee disappears the voice of bicycling disappears”
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Progress Association Consultation
Key Themes:
Advocacy
Tap into new audiences and community voice

What they understand their role to be:
Do not see themselves as fundraisers, have small membership fee per annum (around $15)
The primary function of the progress association is to be a community voice on issues that are of
concern or of interest to the community. Occasionally we run events that we invite the community
along to. But yeah, fundamentally, whether it be a communication conduit between the community
and council, but it’s not exclusively council.
We represent the community voice. We also get involved in things like the exhibition of Das
Local history – a few of the organisations go back into the 1930s and have a model to preserve and
maintain the natural built heritage of an area.
Struggling to get younger membership.
“We have an executive committee of currently 7 people. Most of whom are old age hardcore people
like me, Who have the time. Trying to get younger people involved has proved quite difficult over the
years. I think everyone’s experiencing this.”
Some progress associations are attracting younger families and see referrals come through Council.
“One good thing is when someone rings up council and says they have this problem, they’re advised to
contact your local progress association.”
Responding to Development Applications and detailing objections and suggestions from the
community through the mechanism of the progress association.
The Progress Association detail their major achievements as:
Working across many different issues
Helping the communities work through their different issues.
Often have membership of 10% of the suburb
Exploring new communication channels for example website and social
media. As one committee member put it: “through a grant from the council, launched
a website so hopefully we have a vehicle to communicate and we just recently done our
first newsletter to let people know about the website. But even through that the response was
reasonably poor. If there’s a specific issue we have a burst of membership in that area, and once that
issue dies and goes away they go away as well.”
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See themselves as an action group who are voices for the community and they tend to be issues
based for whatever reason, for example, power outages, development applications.
Conduit for community
Guest speakers at meetings for example about local issues Council’s funding, vision for local village
centre.
Priorities for the future include:
Continue to advocate for local issues for example Northbridge plaza
Council continues to recognise the strategic value of having the advisory committees and advice
they would have to pay a lot of money for.
To be disbanded. That’s been a big concern. That the perception has come out that council wants to
see some of the committees disbanded.
As I said before our remit is to consult with the community and tell council what the community
said.
Retain face to face communications but “explore other supplementary activities as well.”
Committees could be for a purpose and have a ‘sunset clause’ as someone put it: “as an example the
public carpark at Northbridge, adjacent to the plaza, and we set up a committee on that, there should
be sunset clause on it. When the development is done, it’s all put to bed, all boxes ticked and the
community is happy, no more committee needed.”
Explore more targeted marketing –for example if it’s issues based it’s more relevant, so do a
letterbox drop.
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APPENDIX D WORKSHOP
DISCUSSION GUIDE
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RUNSHEET FOR COMMITTEE
CONSULTATION
Project:

Review of Willoughby City Council Advisory Committees

Workshop:

Committees Consultation Runsheet

Details:
Date:

Various- June-July

Various

Time:

2018 (see diarised
Banksia Room, Level

1 hour (approx.)
Set up 10min

schedule)
Venue:

Duration:

Straight Talk

Team Members:

6 (unless otherwise
specified), 31 Victor
Street Chatswood

Workshop purpose



Agree ground rules, working together, build trust and connect with each other as a group



Introduce and explain the process,



Recognise the valuable contribution of committee members and recognise their input on important issues
or topics



Consult on what Council’s community engagement should look like in future



Identify what other information and support the committee members need

72

Time

Session

Content

10mins

Room set up

Organise tables and chairs, set up, check catering

Speaker

Materials
Use laptop

Check workshop materials
Welcome attendees
(15mins)

Welcome and

Acknowledgement of Country

Lead

introductions

Explain project and timelines

Facilitator –

This is the first of several sessions with committees and an online survey

LCE / MS

to collect considered feedback from the wider community.
Introduce each member of the team and their roles/responsibilities – I’d
like to get a sense of who we have in the room, please introduce
yourself and your role?
(15mins)

Understanding
committees

1. What do you understand your committees role to be?
2. How effective do you feel your committee has been in helping
Council to meet challenges, solve problems and achieve goals?

Lead

Post it notes

Facilitator

Clump and sort

Post it notes or interview exercise

3. Who does this Committee represent? How do you know this?
4. How is that 'feedback loop' with who you represent developed and
maintained?
5. What other feedback mechanisms do Council and the committees
have access to?
Stick answers on post it notes, on wall, discuss, facilitator to sort, and
share back (plenary)
(15mins)

How do we celebrate

What are your three major achievements in the time you’ve been on the

Lead

and support – past,

committee?

facilitator

present and future?

How would you celebrate these achievements?
What’s three words to describe your vision for the future of this
committee?
Plenary, share and discuss, sort
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Time

Session

Content

Speaker

Materials

(15mins)

The future - theme

Questions on post its / butchers paper

Lead

Post it notes / butchers paper

What’s the three most important priorities to consider for the future of

Facilitator

Council’s advisory committees?
What do we need to consider when building appropriate governance
for future committee management?

Participants

(How do we support everyone through any changes that are to come?
Optional)
What’s the three most important actions we need to do to this future
vision?
Plenary, share and sort
(10mins)

Thank you and



Thank you for your time

Lead

conclude



Feedback forms

Facilitator



We will keep you informed on the process and you will see the

Feedback forms

report back in August


Please encourage your community to fill in the survey
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APPENDIX E SURVEY FEEDBACK
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APPENDIX F COUNCILLOR REPRESENTATIVES ON
COMMITTEES
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6

x

Multi-Cultural Services Advisory
Committee

6

x

Bicentennial Reserve and Flat
Rock Gully Advisory Committee

2

Cultural Events Committee

12

Haven Amphitheatre Castlecrag
Committee

4

Access Advisory Committee

10

x

Willoughby Park Advisory
Committee

2

x
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x

x

x

x

3

x

3
x
x

x

Clr Mustaca

4

x
x

Clr Wright

4

x

x

Clr Coppock

Clr Eriksson

x

x

x

Clr Judith Rutherford

x

Clr Campbell

x

Clr Zhu

x

Clr Giles-Gidney

Clr Tuon

Natural Heritage & Bushland
Advisory Committee

Clr Angelo Rozos

4

Clr Fernandez

Global Friendship Committee

Clr Saville

Clr Wendy Norton

Meetings per annum

Total

3
x

3
2

x

2
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Willoughby Seniors Advisory
Committee

4

x

x

2

Heritage Advisory Committee

4

x

x

2

Bicycle Consultative Committee

4

x

x

2

Companion Animals

4

x

x

2

Willoughby Symphony Orchestra
& Choir Advisory Committee

3

x

Total
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1
4

4

3

3

2

2

2

2

1

0

0

0
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1. Bush Haven Amphitheatre Committee Submission
www.thehaven.biz
The Haven Amphitheatre Committee CV's
Vale - our patron, <name> AM LFRAIA - 13 December 1930 - 25 February 2017 The
Haven has lost a true friend.
<name>, a resident of Castlecrag since 1969 and a practising architect and director of
<name> Stafford Sheldon Architects, from 1964 to 1999, was honoured with a Life Fellowship
of the RAIA in 2002. He was a Foundation Fellow of the Institute of Arbitrators and Mediators,
1976, President of the Rotary Club of North Sydney, 1978-1979 (of which he was a member for
43 years) and a Paul Harris Fellow, Rotary International, 1994.
<name> received 16 other architectural awards and recognitions over the years. His practice
was general, including all types of housing, commercial buildings and shopping centres and he
was a pioneer in the area of kit homes. Kit homes designed by <name> were sold throughout
Australia. His practice also extended to Papua New Guinea where he designed a large factory
in Lae, the Air Base for PNG Defence Forces at Port Moresby and medium density housing for
expatriates on the hill above Port Moresby.
<name> and his wife <name> bought a block of land in the early sixties in Castlecrag and
moved into the house he designed for his family in March 1969. <name> was instrumental in
the redesign and building of The Haven Amphitheatre and tells the story below in his own
words:
`In early 1975 a local committee interested in bush regeneration asked Trish to put on a
pageant at the Haven Theatre, which they had discovered buried under weeds and rubbish
that Walter Burley and Marion Griffin used to use in the early days of Castlecrag. It had not
been used for some 30 years. The Griffins had used both banks of a local creek at the junction
of two streets. The western bank had seats using stone slabs as the vertical face of each row of
seats filled behind with a level seat of dirt to the next slab up the hill. The eastern bank was
used as a stage with temporary structures built among the stones. In the most exotic
performances performers used the stones as part of a sloping bank "stage". Trish asked me to
help her when we inspected the site. There were some stones left but almost all had been
taken to be used as garden edges etc. The terrain was very rough to use as a theatre without a
stage and of course all the seats needed to be rebuilt.
We decided we had to start again and looked at the site anew. My five-year-old daughter,
learning the violin, became our acoustic testing instrument allowing us to confirm the
proposed location of the stage as being correct. We decided to build a theatre-in-the-round,
as we had seen many times in Europe, with a timber stage over the creek. Gaining approval
from Council to build a theatre on public park-land, particularly when the upper half was on
the road reserve was difficult and took more time than expected. Then there were floods in the
north coast, so our timber framing was late being delivered.
We were left with 11 days to build the stage and the seats on the west bank before the first of
nine performances of Salome, the first production in the new theatre, in March 1976.
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The theatre has been completed, over the years, with seats on the east bank and dressing
rooms and storage underneath including an extension of the stage with a meeting area below
and wiring throughout for power and sound. A committee of Willoughby City Council, of
which I am a member, has been managing and improving the theatre since its opening.
The most satisfying part of this project was that hundreds of local young people and their
parents were involved. The locals and those from all over Sydney enjoy the productions,
particularly the Christmas carols on Christmas Eve, which Trish produced for at least 20 years.
We avoid parking problems in Castlecrag's narrow winding streets by transporting patrons by
bus from the shopping Centre where there is ample parking. The bus journey encourages
people to get to know one another even on the short journey. So a visit to the Haven
Amphitheatre always has a picnic atmosphere.'
<name of committee member> — President
<name> has lived in Castlecrag since 1999. He is currently a consultant in the commercial
audiovisual industry. In this capacity he has designed and installed a number of large
installations, including traffic control rooms, refinery control rooms, TV studios and the Motor
Show tours of all states. He has also been a significant supplier of display equipment for the
Museum of Old and New Art (MONA) in Tasmania.
<name> was a founding director of several companies instrumental in the introduction and
development of entertainment technologies using laser, pyrotechnic and videowall displays,
nationally and internationally. He has provided technical support for a number of tours
including Cliff Richard, Star Light Express, Prince, Pink Floyd, Jesus Christ Super Star and Vegas
on lce.
<name> is a member of the Workshop Arts Centre (WAC), Willoughby, and has been a board
member since 2011. He maintains an active role in the ceramics division of the WAC, throwing
the (more than) occasional pot, and assisting with the technical services and displays of the
sculpture, printing and painting divisions.
He is a community member of the <committee>, Willoughby City Council and was purloined
about 10 to 12 years ago to the committee of The Haven Amphitheatre by the late <name>
for his technical abilities (including in sound and lighting).
<name of committee member> — Vice President
<name> has been actively involved in music, acting and community theatre productions for
the past 20 years.
As an active committee member of The Haven Amphitheatre since 2001, <name> has been
responsible for writing, directing, staging, producing and performing in a number of
productions and events, as well as lending a hand in the practical running of the
Amphitheatre.
<name’s> company, <name>, is involved in events co-ordination, and she is a professional
compere, public speaker, speech writer, vocal coach, teacher of drama and communication
skills and has a BA majoring in English Literature and Drama from Macquarie University.
<name of committee member> — Treasurer
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<name> entered the financial services industry as a financial planner in 1984 and has held a
wide range of senior management responsibilities, finishing his role as CEO of the Bridges
Financial Services Group of companies in 2005.
<name> holds a Bachelor of Education from London University (B.Ed), is a Certified Financial
Planner (CFR() and a Master of the Stockbrokers Association of Australia (MSAA).
He has acted as a Responsible Officer for various Australian Financial Services licences, been a
Responsible Executive under ASX market rules and a director of various financial planning,
trustee and funds management and administration companies.
<name> is currently a director of <company> Pty Ltd which is a boutique financial planning
company operated with his wife, also a financial planner and licenced through Godfrey
Pembroke Limited.
Since 2001 <name> and <name>, with their son, have lived in <location>, Castlecrag.
<name> joined the Haven Amphitheatre Committee as Treasurer in 2007.
<name> has an active interest in outdoor activities and is a past President of the All-Wheel
Drive Club of Sydney.
<name of committee member> — Secretary
<name> has lived in Castlecrag since 1997 and is an avid community member having
participated in community bush regeneration and more recently with the Haven Amphitheatre
Committee. Her past experience as councillor and past President and Vice President of the
Institute of Financial Services for 16 years and her career in banking and finance in senior
management roles for 30 years has seen <name> organise and MC major events, provide
structure and support to various regions and departments and to head up significant projects.
<name>’s skills complement her role in the Haven Amphitheatre Committee.
<name of committee member>
<name>'s first engagement with the Haven was in 1985, when she was asked to perform in
Banksia Dreams, a play written & directed by playwright Michael Bates for and about Marion,
Walter and the Haven Amphitheatre. By then she had been working professionally in Theatre
for Young People and community theatre for many years as a writer/performer touring shows
to communities and theatres around Oz with the Bunyip Children's Band, Pipi Storm and
Walkabout Theatre. After treading the Haven boards that first time, she was immediately
bitten by the Haven mossie (ie bug), joined the committee and has played an integral role in
the programming ever since. <name> was vice president for many years with her close artistic
colleague Howard Rubie, and remains the longest serving active member of the Haven
committee.
In 1992, <name> wrote and directed "Marion's Gift", a large scale community theatre piece
celebrating the anniversary of the handing over of the deeds of the theatre to the community
by Marion Mahony. It featured the giant puppets of Marion & Walter (presently on exhibit at
National Museum Canberra) and involved over fifty local residents. Over the last thirty years,
she has produced an eclectic array of performances at the Haven, including many Spring
Festivals featuring theatre for children and their families, Indigenous concerts, a Youth Theatre
Festival and supporting many up and coming theatre groups. She has also been Publicist for
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many productions/years and remains committed to an ongoing contribution to the artistic
program of the Haven Amphitheatre.
<name of committee member>
My connection with the Haven Amphitheatre has been over four generations and it has been
an invaluable part of my family history in Castlecrag. My parents <names? were directly
associated with the restoration of this community asset in the 1970s; with <father>
contributing to the stage and seating rebuild and <mother> leading the recovery of the site as
a bushland theatre.
Through my work as a Bush Regenerator I have been on the Committee since 1996, in recent
years briefly serving as Secretary.
In my work I have been careful to retain the unique qualities of the amphitheatre, its native
vegetation and the way this helps to retain the acoustic properties and visual aspects for the
audiences that attend the performances there. The Haven Amphitheatre is also a place
frequented by bush walkers in Castlecrag and is the annual setting for the Carols at The Haven.
<name of committee member>
The Haven Amphitheatre Castlecrag built spaces. From the 1970s this included some years as a
full time university lecturer in acoustics, several decades of acoustic consulting and varied
associated research. As an acoustician <name> specialised in the design and construction of
dozens of music recording studios and critical listening and performance spaces. His
professional sound engineering experience started as the principal sound engineer on a
national tour with a music theatre company in the early 1970s. Since then he has operated live
front of house, recording and post production systems for CD and DVD production for various
community groups, individuals and shows including the first 5 years of the Castle Cove Jazz
Festival. <name> community theatre production and performance experience also spans
decades. He has operated the sound system for the Haven Amphitheatre since the early 1990s
and has also filmed and edited a wide range of audio / video clips for theatre, classical music,
rock and jazz. <name>’s involvement with community theatre management and production at
the Haven Amphitheatre spans more than 20 years.
<name of committee member>
After completing high school at Newtown Performing Arts, <name> went on to complete a
Bachelor of Arts in Theatre, majoring in the Anthropology of Performance. She completed a
Masters of teaching and works as a High School drama and English teacher. Before having
children, <name> collaborated as a performer and writer with 'In Your Space' and 'Version 1.0'
in several performances. <name> has been involved in small scale projects as well such a
directing short films etc. In the last 6 years, <name> has performed in New Zealand as a
backup singer/ dancer in a Cabaret show `Macombee and the Absolute Truth' and has recently
been studying and performing Latin dance (Cuban Salsa, Rueda and Bachata), performing with
a team in Denmark in September this year. (2015) Having grown up in Castlecrag, familiar with
the Haven Amphitheatre, performing on the stage and being involved in events over the years,
<name> brings a passion and understanding about theatre making at the Haven.
<name of committee member>
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Development and manufacture of Geophysical Instrumentation, Experience Director at Esc
Concepts June 2000 — Present (15 years 5 months), Scientist/Engineer at CSIRO February 1972
— October 1999 (27 years 9 months), Experimental Scientist at CSIRO January 1975 — July
1999 (24 years 7 months), Design, development and manufacture of Geophysical
Instrumentation for the mining industry. From 1999 onwards continuation in this field in
private capacity under my company name <company name>. Skills: instrumentation, Electrical
Engineering, Electronics Engineering, Product Development Product Management Embedded
Systems Project Management Automation Engineering Management.
<name of committee member>
<name> is a lawyer, business manager and grazier. He has lived in the City of Willoughby all
his life. <name> attended Northbridge Public School where his interest in music and theatre
was first aroused playing lead roles in the annual Gilbert & Sullivan productions. He studied
piano, violin and voice and was a member of the Conservatorium Orchestra.
<name> moved to Castlecrag with his family in 1984 and has always been actively involved in
community activities. He has served as the President of the Castlecrag Sports Club, the
Castlecrag Infants School and the Castlecrag Progress Association. <name> was very involved
in the Save Our School campaign during the 1990's and has maintained a very active interest
in the Northbridge Baths Swimming Club since he was a youngster living nearby.
<name> is a long time member of The Haven Amphitheatre Committee. He has performed
there regularly, particularly in the Christmas Carol Concerts, and assisted with maintenance
and the practical running of the theatre over many years. <name> believes it is vitally
important to provide opportunities for young people to perform in public in a welcoming and
safe environment. <name> believes that The Haven Amphitheatre provides the perfect
opportunity for anyone interested to learn about theatre and performance and have lots of
fun in the process.
7/31/2018 Willoughby City Council's Terms of Reference - The Hawn Amphitheatre Committee
I The Hawn Amphitheatre Castlecrag
Willoughby City Council's Terms of Reference — The Haven Amphitheatre Committee
Adopted by Willoughby City Council, Ordinary Meeting, 24 February 2014
1. 1. Name of Committee The name of the Committee is The Haven Amphitheatre Committee.
1. 2. Purposes of Committee The purposes of the Committee are: . To conserve The Haven
Amphitheatre's natural, architectural and cultural heritage. • To operate a community-based
open-air stage for music, theatre and the performing arts. • To manage and co-ordinate
community events held at The Haven Amphitheatre. • To ensure events are reflective of the
city of diversity. 3 Functions of Committee The functions of the Committee are:
• To manage planning, marketing, operating and controlling of events. • To participate where
possible in Council's Festival programming.
• To prepare as appropriate an Event Management Plan for each event, liaise with Council's
Traffic Branch and Events Manager.
• To keep structures on the site in a clean and serviceable order.
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• To use best endeavours to comply with the Work Health and Safety Act 2011 for all
volunteers and contractors working at the Amphitheatre.
• To use best endeavours to comply with the Griffin Reserves Plan of Management (1997under review) and the Urban Bushland Plan of Management (1997- under review).
4. Committee membership and operations 4.1. Committee membership The membership of
the Committee shall be: • The Mayor, as the ex-officio chairperson of all Committees of
Council.
Willoughby City Council's Terms of Reference - The Haven Amphitheatre Committee I The
Have Amitheatre Castlecrag • Councillors of the Sailors Bay Ward.
One Willoughby City Council staff representative as nominated by the General Manager. .
Maximum of 15 and no less than 6 committee members.
tithe Committee resolves that expert advice is needed on an ongoing basis on the Committee,
then the Committee can co-opt as a Temporary Member the relevant Council Officer,
including but not limited to, Council's Open Space Manager, Bushland Manager or Events
Manager.
4.2. Appointment of non-Councillor Committee members
• Membership of the Committee, other than Councillor members, shall be sought by invitation
or advertisement in the local print media.
• Residency in Castlecrag and knowledge and experience in the arts and event industries shall
be desirable, but not essential, selection criteria.
• Committee members are appointed for the term of Council or until Council resolves to
disband the Committee.
4.3 Vacation from office Any Committee Member wishing to resign from the Committee shall
do so in writing. When a member is absent for three (3) consecutive meetings without an
apology their position will be declared vacant. 4.4. Committee Office-bearers The Committee
shall elect a President, Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer. 4.5. Role of Committee
members The role of Committee members shall be to contribute constructively to delivery of
the functions of the Committee in order to achieve its purposes. 4.6. Committee meetings •
The president shall convene not less than four meetings in each Financial Year • Council's
Code of Meeting Practice shall apply, as current and published on Council's website. • The
quorum for Haven Amphitheatre Committee meetings will be half of its ordinary community
members plus one.
• Committee may resolve matters of an ancillary or minor nature byway of email
communications. Any matter so resolved shall be noted and included in the next Meeting's
Minutes.
7/31/2018 Willoughby City Council's Terms of Reference - The Haven Amphitheatre
Committee The Haven Amphitheatre Castlecrag n
4.7. Code of Conduct
Council's Code of Conduct shall apply to meetings and all activities of the Committee, as
current and published on Council's website.
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4.8. Reports to Council from Committee
Minutes of the Committee's meetings shall be kept in accordance with the Council's Code of
Meeting Practice, as current and published on Council's website.
Annual reports forwarded to Council's Records Branch following ratification.
The Treasurer will prepare an Annual Financial Return. The Committee will adopt and forward
that return together with the Committee's Annual Report to Council by 31 August in each year.
4.0 Analysis of Issues, Opportunities and Constraints 4.1 Stakeholders A number of
organisations and individuals have vested interests in The. Haven Amphitheatre, with a variety
of opinions about its conservation, development and future use as a community asset. 4.1.1
Willoughby City Council and The Haven Amphitheatre Committee Willoughby City Council is
the major stakeholder as custodian of the land granted by Marion Mahony Griffin. Its remit
includes capital works and maintenance, safety audits and the on-going management of the
site. It has a vested interest in ensuring that the content and interpretation meet the
expectations of the public.
For almost 40 years, management of the Haven Amphitheatre has been entrusted to members
of the local community acting in a pro bone capacity and representing local residents. They
bring to this role professional performing arts backgrounds and/or a keen interest or
experience in all aspects of theatre.38 In 1976, Willoughby Council established the Castlecrag
Haven Theatre 530A Committee, with the late Robert Sheldon AM, as founding chairman and
the late Howard Rubie as a founding committee member.39 In late 1981, Willoughby City
Council appointed a new 530A Committee — the Haven Amphitheatre Committee - to
manage the Castlehaven Reserve.4° Residents appointed to the Committee were Howard
Ruble (chairman), Robert Sheldon, Patricia Sheldon, Sylvia Taylor, Judy Bowen and William
Donnelly. Their role was all encompassing and the Committee acted on behalf of Council in
relation to the management of the Haven Amphitheatre.
In adopting Terms of Reference more recently, in February 2014, for the Haven Amphitheatre
Committee, Council provided the following background:
38 A list of the membership of the current Haven Amphitheatre Committee is published at
wwvv.thehaven.biz/committee-cvs/. The Haven Amphitheatre Committee is independent from
other local groups including the Friends of the Haven Amphitheatre and Haven Productions
Inc. The Haven Amphitheatre Committee works with community support to produce a wideranging program of performances www.thehaven.biz/past-events/ 9 Willoughby Council
Minutes, 23 February 1976 4° A discussion 'What is a 530 Committee' is taken from an article
by Willoughby City Council Alderman Eric Kaye, former President of Castlecrag Progress
Association, accessed at http://castlecrac.onau/wp-content/uploads/Craq-No-78-NovemberDecember-1991.pdf The Crag No 78 November/December 1991, page 5 " ...under Section
530A of the Local Government Act, Council is permitted to delegate authority for non-elected
local residents to carry out specific management tasks on its behalf. in Castlecrag we have two
such committees, one to manage the Community Centre, the other to manage the Castle
Haven Reserve and Amphitheatre" and he goes on to quote from Section 530A ".... Council
may by resolution authorise an officer, or a servant, or a person, or a committee consisting
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either wholly or in part of officers„ servants, or persons to exercise or perform on behalf of the
Council .",
"The Haven Amphitheatre Committee manages on behalf of Council the natural open—air
theatre in the area of Castlehaven Reserve which lies between Lots 420 and 422. The
Committee does so as a consequence of Council resolution of 23 February 1976 that
established a 530A Committee to run the 'natural open air theatre' as per the Deed of Trust.
Note that changes in the Local Government Act have meant that the Committee is now
operating under section 355(b) of the Act, which states that a function of a Council may be
exercised by a committee of the Council. The Deed of Trust, from Marion Mahoney Griffin to
Willoughby City Council, dated 12 October 1943, permits the continued use of the site as a
natural open—air theatre." (HA C) The Terms of Reference of the Committee, its composition,
role and the scope of its involvement are published on Council's website at:
http://www.willoughby.nsw:gov.auicommunity/Facilities/haven-amphitheatre/.
The purposes of the Committee are:
• To conserve The Haven Amphitheatre's natural, architectural and cultural heritage. • To
operate a community-based open-air stage for music, theatre and the performing arts. • To
manage and co-ordinate community events held at The Haven Amphitheatre. • To ensure
events are reflective of the city of diversity.
The functions of Committee are:
• To manage planning, marketing, operating and controlling of events. • To participate where
possible in Council's Festival programming. • To prepare as appropriate an Event Management
Plan for each event, liaise with Council's Traffic Branch and Events Manager. • To keep
structures on the site in a clean and serviceable order. To use best endeavours to comply with
the Work Health and Safety Act 2011 for all volunteers and contractors working at the
Amphitheatre. • To use best endeavours to comply with the Griffin Reserves Plan of
Management and the Urban Bushland Plan of Management as adopted.
Committee membership includes The Mayor of Willoughby City Council, as the ex-officio
chairperson of all Committees of Council, Councillors of the Sailors Bay Ward, one Willoughby
City Council staff representative as nominated by the General Manager, with a maximum of 18
and no less than 6 committee members.
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2. Willoughby Symphony Orchestra and Choir Advisory Committee
Submission
Willoughby City Council Review of Advisory Committees
This document is not designed to influence the thinking of Willoughby Symphony Orchestra
and Choir (WSO&C) Advisory committee members regarding the Council Review of Advisory
Committees. It simply aims to set out to brief history of the Review, the Aims and Objectives of
the Review, the recommendations in the Review, important information regarding the W5O&C
Terms of Reference and the Committee's current functions and processes and, hopefully,
raising some of the important issues that require consideration in the response to the Review's
recommendations.
Willoughby Symphony Orchestra and Choir Advisory Committee - Terms of Reference:
1. The Aim of the Advisory Committee is to "enhance the cultural vitality of Willoughby City
and beyond by providing performers and audiences with the highest quality musical
experience possible";
2. The Purpose of the Advisory Committee is to "give advice and opinion to assist
management in the effective operations of the Willoughby Symphony Orchestra and Choir";
3. The Scope of the Advisory Committee states that members "will make decisions based on
the good of the whole organisation with new members having "strong local contacts in the
business world and in other spheres where potential helpers might be found"
4. The Membership will comprise Council officers, interested Councillors, representatives of the
W.S Orchestra and Choir, PAU member, 4 — 6 community members with business experience/
or an interest in the arts or/ high levels of management and marketing skills.
5. The Expected Outcomes of the work of the Advisory committee are: a) To provide the
broadest possible access to regular musical experiences; b) To provide opportunities to
musicians; c) &d) To contribute to the life of the local community as well as those communities
beyond Willoughby; e) To assist artistic members to promote the activities of the Council
through performances and mutual support; f) To provide sponsorship partnerships to
organisations within Willoughby.
6. The Reporting Responsibilities of the Committee, which is scheduled to meet bi- monthly,
are to provide a report to the Council's Cultural & Environmental Committee which in turn
reports to the Council.
7. Resourcing of the Committee will be undertaken by the nominated Council Officers.
Background to the Review Process
The Council conducted a Review of Advisory Committees dated 23rd October, 2017. This
Review was based on two Council workshops held in September 2015, (Copy of this Report
wasn't available at time of writing this).
The purpose of the Review was to look at the current purpose and practises of Advisory
Committees: it was felt that the purposes of some had changed; some had become
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operational and, some consumed large amounts of members' and Council staff members'
time.
The Review noted that Advisory Committees were originally established as a "tool of
community engagement and participation" to seek and provide "expert advice" for the
Council. The Council decided these committees should be reviewed in the light of the" broad
spectrum of engagement possibilities" now available.
The underlying principles of the Review were:
1. To broaden the number of community members providing input, knowledge and expertise,
and, 2. To identify efficient, effective and targeted mechanisms for the best use of all
members' time.
All Committees were asked to explore "methods that can yield better and more participative
involvement" acknowledging that "community members with relevant expertise and
knowledge are in the best position to identify mechanisms in specialised fields".
The Review also required consideration be given to the operational resources (including time),
used in supporting and managing Advisory Committees to determine if resources would be
better used for other purposes and whether there was a risk that continuing with existing
committees would "limit other community engagement processes that would engage more
people and a greater range of community views and expertise".
The Review recommended that: i) Some committees stay as they are; ii) Some Committees
consider forming as a Reference Group and, iii) Some committees explore alternative and
more effective mechanisms for community participation in ways that "use relevant expertise
and knowledge on a particular subject matter in a way that extends community participation
both in numbers and breadth of expertise". Suggestions included a community panel, focus
groups and citizen juries.
The Willoughby Symphony Orchestra and Choir Advisory committee was deemed to come
under the third category. The Review made the following comments regarding our Advisory
Committee:
Changes have occurred since the Committee was established: i) The appointment of an
Artistic/ Creative Director and Chief Conductor; ii) The restructure of the Performing Arts
business Unit; iii) That operational matters are now managed by the Willoughby Symphony
Orchestra and Choir Co-ordinator; iv) That assistance is provided by volunteers and, v) There is
a well-established Choir Committee managing their operations.
The Review commented that a completely different group be considered — one in which there
would be a regular meeting of staff, volunteers, players and representatives of the choir.
Some Issues raised by the Review of the Willoughby Symphony Orchestra and Choir Advisory
Committee and requiring consideration by Committee members
A . Does the Committee as currently constituted satisfy the Terms of Reference?
1. Does the Committee achieve its AIM by enhancing the cultural life of the community and
supporting performers and audiences with high quality performances? If not how could it
better do so? 2. Does the Committee achieve its PURPOSE in assisting management in the
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operation of the Orchestra and Choir? If not how could this best be achieved? 3. Does the
Committee satisfy its SCOPE by having membership from the business and other areas of the
community? If not how could this be changed? 4. Membership: a) Is the Committee an optimal
size, or should it be changed? How and why? b) Does it need additional specialist members? If
so, what specialities and what numbers? c) Does it have the best mix (ratio) of community and
specialist members? If not, does it need to be changed and what should it be? 5. Does the
Committee achieve the specified OUTCOMES for which it was established? If not, how could it
do so? Mention is made of sponsorship (in #5f of the Terms of Reference). Should sponsorship
be a part of an Advisory Committee's role or not? Why? 6. How often should Committee
meetings be held and what level of reporting should be required? 7. Is the Committee
adequately resourced? Are the resources used in the most efficient way? Should there be
changes made? If so, what? 8. Do the Terms of Reference need to be changed? If so, why and
how? 9. Are there innovative ways in which the Committee could more productively engage
with the community? If so, how? 10. Are there economies of time that could be implemented?
If so, what and how?
B. Requirements of the Review by Council: Committees are to be judged according to their
"purposes and practises": determining whether they are still fit for purpose; are providing the
requisite advice to the Council; have an appropriate composition of expert and community
members; and are financially and administratively efficient.
C. The Review considered that the Willoughby Symphony Orchestra and Choir Advisory
Committee was best placed in the third category which specified that the Committee "Explore
alternative and more effective mechanisms for participation" looking at the mix of expert and
community members.
Three models were proposed for consideration:
1. Community panels which could be convened as necessary and may be able to deliberate via
email, surveys or meetings.
2. Focus Groups which convene as necessary to deal with a specific question and then
disperse.
3. Citizen Juries, where randomly selected members are brought together to "concentrate on,
and thoroughly examine a particular issue" and provide "high quality feedback" to the
community.
Consideration should be given to whether any of these three models would necessarily
achieve the outcomes being sought from a committee like ours.
4. Another suggestion by the Review is that a regular meeting of staff, volunteers, players and
representatives of the choir might be considered. Presumably as an alternative to an Advisory
Committee.
Although not spelt out, presumably, this group would meet regularly and undertake the tasks
already listed within the Terms of Reference, (this was not specified).
Please note that this document is not exhaustive, has been put together very quickly, is not
based on all the material relating to the Review and will, most likely, contain errors and / or
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accidental omissions. It is offered simply as a discussion tool and makes no claim to be
influencing anyone in a particular way.
<name> <position> <committee> and member of the <committee> commented that the
Advisory Committee replacing the existing Committee with a regular meeting of staff,
volunteers, players and representatives of the choir.
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3. Access Advisory Committee Submission
Please find feedback on the Willoughby Council Access Advisory Committee. (WCAAC)
The recent face- to- face consultation with Straight Talk on the <committee> reinforced my
current negative feelings. I believe that this committee lacks vision and purpose. Over the hour
consultation with Straight Talk, Committee members struggled to identify Council projects
that they participated in. If I believed that individuals were able to identify small personal
projects that then attained Council funds and/ or notification to become bigger universal
Council projects I would agree that these smaller projects have some merit. But whilst these
projects remain as isolated projects, to me these lack credibility, and should be forwarded
through the Complaints Mechanism available to all other residents of the Council area.
With the pending review of Council Advisory committees <name> and myself had attempted
to redirect the <name> with the following actions:
1.
Circulation of a report informing committee members about actions included in the
Willoughby Council Disability Inclusion Action Plan 2017- 21 that should have already been
implemented.
2.
Critical need to see the Committee Terms of Reference, and review these where
required.
3.
Provision of feedback about <name > reserve and <name> Bowling Club following the
consultation and request for additional feedback from the Open Space Manager.
Due to the importance of these actions having been either ignored or ineffectively reviewed
we have concerns about the future management and leadership of the <name>. As an
example, the Terms of Reference identify the need to increase membership as an objective,
but we regard this statement is common sense.
On a personal level I commend Council for implementing the following actions relevant to
accessibility and <suburb>:
Assisted in accessing funds for lift access to <suburb>,
Conducted a traffic audit of a pedestrian refuge on <road>, <suburb>,
Relocation of the bus stop,
Provision of accessible parking, and
Given the opportunity to reinforce the need for a new accessible public toilet to be
located within <suburb> Shopping Centre.
In the future I see it as essential that the following operational actions are implemented:
That the Willoughby Disability Access Inclusion Action Plan Reference Committee is
implemented, and
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That following the implementation of this Reference Committee, that the <committee>
can identify how these two committees differ, but also where they can work in cooperatively.
That there is a campaign to increase membership of the <committee>,
That training is provided on the Disability Discrimination Act Access to Premises
Standards, Transport Standards and Education Standards, to committee members,
That WCAAC committee members understand their roles and responsibilities,
To review the operations of other Council Committees to identify opportunities where
the <committee> can work co-operatively with another Council Advisory Committees,
and
That the WCAAC prepare a plan with programs and projects for the following 12
months and 24 months.
2)
Recently I have been recruited to the <other committee> from the <committee>.
When I see you in <month> at the <other committee> this will be my first committee meeting
so consequently will not be able to offer any useful feedback.
3)

Please find feedback on the Willoughby Seniors Advisory Committee.

My involvement on the <other committee> has been a lot more limited than that of the
WCAAC. Principally the reason for joining this Committee was that with the implementation of
the NDIS and the demise of Disability Services from the NSW State Government I was trying to
determine whether people with disability who were less than 65 years but still not eligible for
the NDIS needs were being met, and if not what I could do about it. A person with disability in
these circumstances has not come to my notice so I have not been able to see how effectively
this has been implemented.
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4. Heritage Committee Submission
The Willoughby Heritage Advisory Committee has been requested by Council to “explore
alternative and more effective mechanisms for accessing community expertise and
knowledge”
The Heritage Advisory Committee (WHAC) has been championing the significance of cultural
heritage for the community since before 1995. In that time the Committee has been directly
responsible for a significant number of cultural heritage related outcomes aligned with the
aspirations of the community.
Since the establishment of the Committee a wide range of additional community engagement
methods have evolved including more latterly online community engagement. The time is
opportune to consider how these, and other suggested mechanism of engagement can be
integrated with the Heritage Advisory Committee.
The International Association for Public Participate (IAP2) spectrum of engagement
opportunity introduced by Council Officers in their report of October 2015 is a useful
framework to consider the recommendation that the WHAC “explore alternative and more
effective mechanisms for accessing community expertise and knowledge” (and we would add,
aspirations for cultural heritage). In particular it was suggested that Reference Groups,
Community Panels, Focus Groups and Citizen Juries or Consultative Workshops be considered.
The construct behind the IAP2 spectrum is a consideration of the risk and complexity of
meaningfully engaging the community. Councils and Local Government, by the nature of their
remit, need to carefully manage risk and generally advised to be risk adverse. In the IAP2
spectrum, the mechanisms at the centre of the model are relatively risk and complexity
neutral. This is where Community Advisory Committees (CAC) are centred.
Unlike a Reference Group which is typically activated to consider a specific issue a CAC’s focus
is broader and more specific. So they are complimentary. Focus groups are seen by the
community as being more pertinent for the consideration of commercial products rather that
aspects of cultural heritage. Consultative Workshops are acknowledge of being of greater
complexity to manage and hence incur greater time and financial resources. A Citizens Jury,
which can require up to5 or 6 full days of ‘hearings’, whilst potentially useful for very high level
strategic reviews seems an overkill in the context of the WHAC. The online engagement of the
community via survey and social media is proving to be very useful for obtaining community
comment and the expression of cultural heritage aspirations and knowledge, however, these
mechanisms are less effective in harvesting cultural heritage expertise. So, apart from a
Reference Group and online engagement, it is felt that mechanisms such as a Community
Panel. Focus Groups, Citizen Juries of Consultative Workshops are likely to incur greater cost,
human resources and inferior outcomes.
The Heritage Committee’s remit has always been to provide ‘advice to Council on policy’. Since
the inception of the WHAC Council’s allocation of operational resources to heritage matters
has increased. At the same time the need for policy consideration of a broader church of
cultural heritage issues as also increased. The need for policy advice has not decreased, it has
increased. Council has been successful with its heritage strategies due to the collaborative
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triumvirate of Councillors, Council staff and the WHAC. This is a proven model for the
continuation of the committee.
The key consideration going forward is the creation and maintenance of groups of people with
an interest and knowledge of cultural heritage. At the core is envisaged a standing committee
constructed to focus on broad and strategic cultural heritage issues. In addition, as suggested
by Council Officer, a Cultural Heritage Reference Group for the consideration of technical
issues, would add value to the current establishment. The use of online engagement
mechanisms would also complement the promotion and acknowledgement of cultural
heritage in the City.
Recommendations
In line with Council’s desire that the WHAC explore alternative and more effective mechanisms
for accessing community expertise and knowledge, the WHAC recommends:
That the Committee continue to work closely with Council and Council staff on the
development, consideration and promotion of cultural heritage within the city.
That Council establish a Cultural Heritage Reference Group for the consideration of
specific issues pertaining to cultural heritage.
That consideration be given to more flexibility in meeting times and modes and the
use of online meeting tools to allow consideration of issues before a decision is made.
That in framing revised Terms of Reference for the committee Council consider the
information contained in the Appendix with regard to Heritage Policy, Heritage & Local
Government, New Heritage Approaches and Enhancing Advisory Committees.
Willoughby Heritage Advisory Committee Snapshot
The Willoughby Council Heritage Advisory Committee has been operating since pre 1995 as a
community-based committee later supported by Council Officers. Throughout the term of its
operation the committee has achieved a wide range of outcomes relating to the cultural
heritage of the city. Initially focus was on the built heritage, particularly private residences. As
the aspirations of the Willoughby community changed so did the focus of the Committee. The
emergence and refinement of place-based charters such as BURRA, ICOMOS and
DOCOMOMO now frame the consideration, understanding and projection of cultural
significance. The contemporary heads of consideration of cultural significance has moved well
beyond the focus on architecture and now includes: aesthetic, historical, scientific and social
significance as well the significance for past, present or future generations
Achievements
Throughout its existence the WHAC has made a significant contribution to the cultural
heritage of the City of Willoughby. This has included:
The development of Council’s Heritage and Conservation Strategy as adopted in WLEP
2012;
The case made for the employment of specialist heritage architects and planners;
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Projects with the local history section of the Library on sources for historical
information for the community;
Working with Council’s Marketing and Events Team on heritage events. The Marketing
and Events team bring tactical and operational skills that supplements the Committees
broad cultural local knowledge and aspirations
Over the course of its existence, the WHAC has moved on from technical considerations to a
much broader consideration cultural heritage. This is evidenced in the broadening of
community interest in the committee over the years.
Developing information resources relating to heritage conservation;
Providing advice on the promotion of Willoughby’s heritage, conservation policy and
community appreciation
Monitoring and reviewing heritage controls
Examining a broad range heritage issues such as social and cultural , environmental
heritage, movable items and oral histories;
Consideration of matters referred by council; and
Identifying heritage items and issues and advising on the principles and procedures for
Council to deal with those items and issues.
Preparing and monitoring the heritage policy;
Raising community awareness of heritage conservation via publications, seminars,
public displays and annual heritage awards;
Consideration of a register of local heritage suppliers and history/heritage consultants;
Consideration of local heritage material or artefacts
Making recommendations on the nomination and deletion of items in the heritage
schedule of Council’s LEP;
Consideration of funding submissions to other agencies, including heritage grants from
the NSW Heritage Incentives Program and
Fostering a range of community based groups with an interest in cultural heritage
Providing detailed feedback and advice to consultants working on the transformation
of Chatswood Train Station and suggestions for retention of heritage items removed
from the platform area
Providing detailed feedback from the community to Council staff (many of whom live
outside the area) about local outcomes and perceptions of the National Trust Festival
Suggesting alternative ways in which Council might enhance and expand its approach to the
heritage and history of the WCC area. Most recently members have discussed the potential
for the appointment of a professional historian by Council to work on interpreting and
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promoting Council’s heritage and the model digital platforms developed by other Councils to
enhance their approach to heritage.
Providing broad-based input into planning and decision-making from a range of
stakeholder interests that are affected by a proposal or issue;
Working to generate in-depth knowledge and ownership of a project or issue in a way
that less intensive efforts cannot[
Utilising existing expertise in the community;
Allowing for the in-depth and focused involvement and input of a broad community
engagement networks;
Allowing for development of a local consensus (where achievable) and detailed
recommendations for action on complex issues that affect the broader community;
Allowing for in-depth understanding of project issues among stakeholders
Providing opportunities for exploring alternative strategies and building on
commonalities and alliances;
Providing for a detailed analysis of project issues, timelines and deliverables and a
focus on the outcomes;
Enabling participants to gain an understanding of other perspectives leading toward
common ground for recommendations;
Producing relatively high return or a relatively economical application of resources.
Scope of Knowledge
Currently, members of the WHAC bring together considerable local experience and expertise
in areas such as: heritage research and writing; heritage conservation and management;
Australian history; grant applications; policy development; museum management; exhibitions;
heritage promotion; strategic management and community engagement; cultural heritage
and identity. The WHAC members experience transcends the current Council Officer’s focus on
traditional Heritage and Heritage Planning;
This range of expertise, whether it is research-based or born of long experience, if utilised
correctly promises considerable savings to Council which it might otherwise need to purchase.
The Council is effectively obtaining the benefit of high-value consultation, by people
passionate about the preservation and promotion of Willoughby’s history and cultural
heritage, at a minimal cost.
Resourcing
The resources required to support the Committee have been relatively modest. The
Committee meets every six weeks; undertakes no field visits; are not paid sitting fees; receive
no allowances. We have been allocated a council officer who prepares the agenda and
attends for an hour and a half to record the meeting. Officers from the Library and Planning
also attend on occasion, usually for their items only. The involvement of staff in the
committee should be seen as part of their core work (rather than an add-on) and an
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advantage. Many WCC staff do not live in the area and can only benefit from an opportunity
to receive regular and reliable advice and feedback from community representatives on the
work they are undertaking.
Community Engagement
The International Association for Public Participation (IAP2) is recognised as the proponent of
the leading spectrum for considering the effectiveness of different forms of community
engagement. Its IAP2 Spectrum is based on the pioneering work of Les Robinson, the leading
Australian specialist in community engagement.

Source: Robinson, L, (2002), A road map for public involvement in waste management decisionmaking. Perth WA, Oct 2002
The original IAP2 matrix is particularly meaningful for application within a local government
realm. A key community expectation of local government is that should basically be risk
adverse. Risk is identified as the potential to negatively impact social or environmental
considerations as well as dealing with complex situations that are difficult to manage. Central
to the IAP2 matrix are community advisory committees.
Voluntary Community Advisory Committees
Community engagement by local government is clearly an important part of the local
democratic process. When done well it encourages the community to take a lively interest in
local civic issues and to contribute well-thought through positions which encompass both
conservation and change. Importantly, good community engagement also promotes inclusivity
and keeps people well informed about local and regional issues. There are a multitude of
ways in which Council can communicate with local residents, particularly today with the advent
of online social media platforms. Effective community engagement, however, is more than
just “communicating a message”. It should always be a two way dialogue which is purposeful,
relationship-based and ongoing in nature.
Broadening Council’s Community Engagement
A key component of Council’s review of Committees has been the aspiration to broaden the
way Council engages with the local community. Specifically, the WHAC has been asked by
Council to explore other methods for engaging community expertise and knowledge. This
includes the consideration of Reference Groups, Community Panels, Focus Groups or Citizens
Panels to gain ‘face to face’ engagement with the Willoughby community.
WHAC agrees that many of these approaches may be valid inclusions in council’s
communication and engagement toolkit. However, it is important to recognise that these
some of these approaches may have their own inherent drawbacks.
Reference Groups
A reference group is a standing type of advisory group which provides an ongoing dialogue
between informed community members and the Council. Unlike an Advisory Panel whose
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focus and broader and more strategic, a Reference Group is used for the consideration of
specific issues. The WHAC would welcome the establishment of panels of community
members with interest in specific aspects of cultural heritage. However, we would caution
Council on the additional Officer resources that would be required to maintain and engage
Reference Groups. Whilst Reference Groups do not figure in the IAP2 Consultative Matrix, in
essence, they are a logical extension of an Advisory Panel.
Community Panels
In composition, a community panel is not dissimilar to a standing advisory committee.
Advisory Committees traditionally have met ‘face-to-face’ on a regular basis. Members of a
community panel can be engaged by a variety of communication and feedback methods and
can engage a greater number of participants. In the view of the WHAC Community Panel is
not that dissimilar to a Reference Group and would suggest that a wider church of participants
could be recruited for ongoing but interest specific engagement on matters of cultural
heritage.
Focus Group
The feedback from members of the WHAC is that facilitated discussion of specific questions
with a small group, used to gauge public opinion on a particular issue is generally suspect in
the eyes of the broader community. “Taste-test’ techniques derived from commercial
environments do not appear to resonate for local community issues. We also note that Focus
Groups do not figure in the IAP2 Matrix.
Citizen’s Juries
To be trusted, research indicates that randomly selected jurors, organising Officers and
decision-makers (observing Councilors) need to commit a significant amount of time (40 hour
over 5 to 6 days) per consideration. In the IAP2 Matrix the Citizen Jury is placed as a relatively
high risk, complex engagement. It is unlikely that a Citizen’s Jury would be convened for other
than a minimal number of issues in the term of a Council.
Consultative Workshops
Whilst not mentioned specifically in Councils October 2017 report, previous reports have
nominated the use of Consultative Workshops where the facilitated discussion of specific
questions with small groups are used in an attempt to gauge public opinion on a specific
issues(s). Such workshops are acknowledged as being resource intensive. The feedback
members of the WHAC have received from workshop participants from time to time is that
rather than being ‘facilitated’ discussions, they feel it is more ‘directed’ toward being able to
record outcomes that fit the facilitator’s pre-conditioned expectations. As such, members of
the community have become disenchanted with the value of such engagement.
Online engagement
Comments were scattered across the Council report about the ‘new’ forms of engagement
possible resulting from the advent of social media. It has been suggested that opinion or
expertise can be crowd-sourced through existing website platforms (such as Have Your Say,
Facebook and Twitter accounts) or by developing purpose-built online sites. Again, WHAC
sees the benefits in using social media tools to communicate with the community for instance
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by using it to alert people to events or programs: Facebook is generally for joining in the
chats that residents are already having; Twitter is for promoting events, news and information
and YouTube can be used to tell stories about your work and showcasing events. Once again,
however, there are limitations to the effectiveness of online media in relation to substantive
community engagement.
As a starting point, it is clear that utilising these platforms for engagement marginalises those
in the community who do not use online social media. If they are users, it is important to be
aware that the speed by which small bites of information can be absorbed on social media is
an important part of its appeal. Social media might be used to attract attention to an issue
but only a few will read material of any length. There is an unfortunate tendency for users to
ignore both earlier content and other comments to the same post when responding which
means that commentary is usually uninformed by other’s opinions. Unfortunately, there is also
a well-documented predilection for users to comment without regard to others or to the issue
at hand but rather to air a grievance, assert personal preferences or use the social media as an
outlet for frustrations or aggression. A surprising level of resources is required to monitor,
manage and analyse community comments gathered in this way.
There is also another inherent danger in Council relying on these alternative methods. All of
the alternative approaches above anticipate community engagement will be limited to times
when the Council, not the community, decides community engagement is required. This
excludes the possibility that the community might wish to make their views known to council
on broader issues about policy gaps or a general desire to expand spending and/or council
involvement on a particular issue.
WHAC acknowledges that there are other avenues citizens can utilise , in particular by relaying
opinions to councillors in their ward or approaching Council directly in writing or via
attendance at a Council meeting. This approach, and the alternative mechanisms mentioned
above, all rely on restarting the engagement wheel on every issue. These approaches do little
to share information amongst community member, and can mean the loss of community
knowledge about what has been planned or tried or failed in the past, what people have
opposed or supported and why.
To summarise, the alternative methods outlined above generally fail to meet Council needs for
community engagement which are to:
use resources economically;
allow quick access to deep local knowledge;
utilises existing expertise in the community;
build local consensus; and
utilise broad community engagement networks.
As rate payers it is most pleasing to see WCC being run in an efficient and effective manner.
But the ultimate purpose of a local council is not to be an effective business. Its purpose is to
represent and promote the interests and well-being of the people living in the area.
We fully support Council looking at other ways to expand community input but not at the
expense of disempowering existing community participation through the advisory committees.
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The alternative methods outlined above are costly, fail to retain or share knowledge in the
community and are reliant on Council action. Voluntary advisory committees provide Councils
with the only model which combines local knowledge, passionate expectations, expertise,
consensus decision making and broad and ongoing community engagement.
Comparative Benefits Of Modes Of Engagement
Reference to the IAP2 Consultation Matrix would suggest that Reference Groups, Consultative
Workshops, Community Panels and Focus Groups sit within the realm of ‘Consultation’. Due to
the possible wide range of community engagement tools deployed by nature this makes the
management of such activist more complex. With greater complexity, the greater the risk of
ensuring valuable outcomes.
In particular:
they need to be designed and carried out by trained practitioners and are highly
resource intensive which often sees councils turn to consultants to undertake the
process. Consultancy fees are costly and most consultants will be from out of area so
need time to bring themselves up to speed on local perspectives and issues; to design
a suitable process; to select the citizens to be involved; to brief council staff; to
facilitate engagement meetings with the citizens involved and then analyse results and
prepare a report or reports;
a broad, overarching, in-house steering group is generally needed to oversee the
design and facilitation of the process due to the resources being allocated;
the choice of citizens can be problematic. If self-selected they will invariably have a
declared interest in the topic which may not be representative; if selected randomly the
risk is run that they may not have the capabilities to deal with complex topics and if
Council selects candidates, this may result in a skewing of outcomes in the eyes of the
community;
it is time-consuming to brief citizens, without some background expertise, on issues in
enough detail to ensure that they can progress to an objective and unbiased discussion
and resolution;
these mechanisms often overestimate the level of time the average person is willing to
spend on participating in community engagement activities. If interest cannot be
sustained it is unlikely that deep insights will emerge from the citizen group;
the types of engagement mechanisms listed above are far more successful when the
issue being dealt with is a single, targeted issue eg an approach to a site or item as
opposed to collecting strategic input;
there are no guarantees that the decisions made or experience learnt by the
engagement procedure flows into the community;
many members of the public do not understand the way in which levels of Government
work and the obstacles and barriers to change or fail to understand the questions
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asked of them. The result can be either less people being willing to participate or the
community input being challenged as not informed or credible;
when the consultants finish their project the expertise they have gained in engaging
the community departs with them and must be repurchased for any future community
project;
you may initially broaden the number of community members providing input but
there is no mechanism to retain or build on that knowledge.
Concerns Re Some Alternative Mechanisms
The Council report on Voluntary Committees has suggested that other mechanisms might be
utilised to gain ‘face to face’ or online engagement with the Willoughby community. WHAC
agrees that many of these approaches are valid inclusions in council’s communication and
engagement toolkit. It is important to realise however that these approaches, which include
community panels; focus groups; and citizen’s juries have their own inherent drawbacks which
should be noted. In particular:
they need to be designed and carried out by trained practitioners and are highly
resource intensive which often sees councils turn to consultants to undertake the
process. Consultancy fees are costly and most consultants will be from out of area so
need time to bring themselves up to speed on local perspectives and issues; to design
a suitable process; to select the citizens to be involved; to brief council staff; to
facilitate engagement meetings with the citizens involved and then analyse results and
prepare a report or reports;
a broad, overarching, in-house steering group is generally needed to oversee the
design and facilitation of the process due to the resources being allocated;
the choice of citizens can be problematic. If self-selected they will invariably have a
declared interest in the topic which may not be representative; if selected randomly the
risk is run that they may not have the capabilities to deal with complex topics and if
Council selects candidates, this may result in a skewing of outcomes in the eyes of the
community;
it is time-consuming to brief citizens, without some background expertise, on issues in
enough detail to ensure that they can progress to an objective and unbiased discussion
and resolution;
these mechanisms often overestimate the level of time the average person is willing to
spend on participating in community engagement activities. If interest cannot be
sustained it is unlikely that deep insights will emerge from the citizen group;
the types of engagement mechanisms listed above are far more successful when the
issue being dealt with is a single, targeted issue eg an approach to a site or item as
opposed to collecting strategic input;
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there are no guarantees that the decisions made or experience learnt by the
engagement procedure flows into the community;
many members of the public do not understand the way in which levels of Government
work and the obstacles and barriers to change or fail to understand the questions
asked of them. The result can be either less people being willing to participate or the
community input being challenged as not informed or credible;
when the consultants finish their project the expertise they have gained in engaging
the community departs with them and must be repurchased for any future community
project;
you may initially broaden the number of community members providing input but
there is no mechanism to retain or build on that knowledge.
Appendices
Considerations for framing revised Terms of Reference
In relation to broader community engagement, WHAC members maintain open
communications with the executive committees of the community organisations they
represent and, if necessary, seek community input through a variety of personal and
organisational networks. Many on the committee are members of more than one local
organisation or community network. Most of the organisations represented hold public
meetings or walks, have stalls at local events, maintain websites and utilise social media to
circulate information and encourage contacts and comments. This provides them with an
unrivalled position from which to act as a conduit for ideas and advice between the
community and council.
The committee members are very much part of the real world and online community. They
provide a sounding-board and a fact-checking service; advice on what works and what doesn’t
work in the community and identify the gaps we see in Council’s handling of heritage issues,
programs or processes.
Heritage Policy
WHAC acknowledges that WCC (with the support and active involvement of the Heritage
Committee) has put in place a number of excellent Heritage services and programs over the
years. All such programs benefit, however, from regular review and consideration of feedback
from the community. One aspect of the role of an effective advisory committee can be to
assist to in reviews of existing services and the policies on which they are based. Committee
members can provide expertise, community linkages and innovative advice to Council on areas
such as:
preparing an updated Heritage Policy particularly in view of the pressure for development and
the communities experiencing great change as a result;
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encouraging new research and scholarship in interpreting and promoting local heritage. Many
Willoughby heritage publications date back to the 1960s - 1980s. Work by the Library in
digitising historical material has provided many fresh opportunities for research;
further resourcing the Local Studies centre in the Library to act as a heritage hub;
identifying grant opportunities for heritage activities and history research;
incorporating insights from the recent flowering of Indigenous history and archaeology
into local heritage portals. It has been 10 years or more since the last publication by
WCC in this area;
advising on further resourcing and developing online heritage platforms which take full
advantage of the information resources available on Willoughby’s history.
To undertake this role the WHAC needs to be more closely aligned with the information hubs
within Council.
Heritage and Local Government
WCC may already consider that it is achieving all that it needs to in relation to heritage for the
LGA. It may ask why it should invest more in this area. Heritage – whether it be built or cultural
– adds an important level of character and distinctiveness to an area. It is fundamental in
creating a ‘sense of place’ for a community. It helps people build a web of meaning about their
life and those who came before. Having a personal experience with heritage, whether it is
visiting a site or learning more about another item, they can reflect on the past and build
stronger bonds for the future with other generations and the community around them. As
Council will well appreciate, people are often very proud of their local history, but don’t always
express how much they value a place or other item until it’s threatened.
Heritage attributes can also be an important factor for people in deciding where to live, work
and visit. A 2005 survey results show that 80% of Victorian participants saw historic houses as
important parts of their local area’s character and identity. Over 20% of participants in the
2013 Mornington Peninsula Shire Council survey of owners of heritage places said they
purchased the property because of its heritage attributes (Heritage Council of Victoria, ‘The
community’s perceptions of heritage – Literature Review’, October 2014). The conservation of
heritage places and the lively interpretation of heritage can, as some council areas have noted,
make an area seem infinitely more interesting and desirable.
The importance of heritage has more or less been universally accepted. Less acknowledged
has been the understanding that heritage is not only about places, buildings or objects but
what they mean to people. WCC has undertaken a strong preservation role through its
identification and management of Heritage Conservation areas, its support for the capture of
heritage documents and photographs through the Chatswood Library and its promotion of
Heritage Week activities. These are all important undertakings in support of heritage with
excellent outcomes. However, there is a continuing need for interpretation of heritage items or
their meaning is lost to current and future generations along with any vestiges of value they
retained. WHAC believes that more attention to interpretation and the promotion of heritage
in the area is required. There are many other opportunities in relation to heritage which
council could consider to complement the current elements it supports.
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New Heritage Approaches
One of these approaches might be the engagement of a professional historian or heritage
expert to write a definitive history of the area. Willoughby has a number of excellent local
histories however many were written quite a few decades ago. New historical methodologies
and the digitisation of material can breathe new life into these older accounts. The
engagement of a professional to develop an authoritative history of the area can have a
number of benefits, not least in bringing the area’s history and residents alive. They can look at
the history of the area in relation to the rest of NSW and Australia and tease out what was
distinctive about the way life has developed and changed across the region from deep time
and the impact of pre-contact Indigenous culture to the coming of colonisation and the
massive changes it has wrought.
Enhancing Advisory Committees
In order to improve the current functioning of the WHAC, its members would suggest the
following:
that the committee be provided with well-defined and achievable objectives that
recognise, in particular, its potential role in policy development and the promotion of
cultural heritage;
that the committee be provided with relevant information on cultural heritage
opportunities, grants and promotional activities between meetings;
that consideration be given to more flexibility in meeting times and the use of online
meeting tools to allow consideration of issues before a decision is made and with
enough time to allow members to seek feedback from their organisations and/or the
local community;
provide opportunities for representatives from the committee to be involved in
relevant briefings pertaining to cultural heritage issues;
support a representative from the committee to attend a conference or seminar on
heritage arrangements which would assist the committee in its considerations;
consider a staggered, formal turn-over of one to two representatives every few years
which would encourage broader involvement while maintaining consistency and
committee knowledge;
actively seek out individuals who could contribute to the work of the committee. This
could include an Indigenous representative; a member of the Professional Historians
Association; a member of local multi-cultural organisations;
regularly flag in advance large programs or projects on which advice might be sought
to enable the committee to canvass their community networks.
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